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ABSTRACT

Although ethnophaulism or ethnic name-calling is not new, very
little systenatic research has been done on the various aspects of the
phenomenon" The focus of this study was on responses to ethnophaulism.
The goal was to discover, by means of qualitative research techniques,
what parents have actually done by way of instructing, guiding, and
assisLing their children in the matter of responding to, or coping with
ethnic derogation. The work includes a review of microsociologicaL and
macrosocioÌogical interpretations of ethnophaulism derived from research
in sociolinguistics, social psychology, psychology, and ethnic rel-ations
in Canada" The theory indicates that at the level of Lhe individual,
reliance on ethnophaulisms may refl-ect incomplete cogniLive development;
while at the societal leve1, ethnophaulisms seem to serve in the
maintenance of unequal group relations within pluralities"

The sample in this inquiry consisted of members of visible
minorities (indigenous and inmigrant) residing in Winnipeg whose
children had complained about ethnic name-calling when in grade six or
lower. Thirty-nine informants, reached via the snowball sampling
technique, participated in interviews of one to four hours in duration.
The resulting data base contained considerably rnore grounded information
on responses to ethnophaulism than had previously been availabLe on the
subject. Eighteen different responses and coping strategies were
revealed by informants. The vast majority had advised their children to
try a variety of passive and active types of responses. More than half
had intervened with some type of incident related action. In addition,
most reported having employed various child rearing strategies clesigned
to prepare their children for coping with ethnophaulism and other forms
of discrimination, over the long term. Parents observed that this
practice seemed to occur most frequently from preschool through grade
three, and then again, dL the junior high level. fnformants also
revealed that ethnic derogation is not only a childhood experience, nor
is it confined to the school environment. The majority believed that it
is an important problem because of its potential to undermine
self-esteem.

This inquiry revealed a need for more research on alÌ aspects of
ethnophaulism, incJ-uding stereotypy, especially in its role of sociaf
force. More investigation is required on the problen of racial tensions
in our schools. As well, the findings of this study cal-t for further
examination by means of quantitative research techniques.
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IncidenÈ

once riding in old Baltimore,
Heart-filled, head-filled with glee'

I saw a Baltimorean
Keep looking straight at me.

Now I was eight and verY small,
And he rnlas no whit biggert

And so I smiled, buÈ he Poked out
His tongue, and called mer "Nigger".

I saw the whole of Baltimore
From May until December;

Of all- the things that happened there
T'hatrs all that I remember"

Countee Cullen
1925
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Chapter I

ÏNTRODUCTION

Ethnic name-call-ing is a violation of human dignity. It is a form

of discrimination aimed at debasing an individual because of national or

ethnic origins, colour, or religion. As an attack on an individualts

identity, it can have an effect on that person's self-esteem" This is

particularly the case when name-calling is aimed at children. As Cooley

(1902) and others have stated, definitions from significant others play

a part in the developrnent of self-concept and eventually self-esteem.

Hence, the manner in which such incidents are handled by parents and how

they are interpreted by or to the child becomes an important aspect of

socialization. As such the topic warrants some social scientific inves-

tigation, if only at the exploratory leveÌ.

This work presents the findings of an exploratory study, using the

qualitative method, into the variety of responses parents have recom-

mended that their children take when faced with the problem of ethnic

derogation. Specifica1ly, the aims of this inquiry have been to discover:

(a) the types of responses Inrents recommended their children make

to ethnophaulis¡n;

(b) the actions, if êÐy, taken by parents

children in such situations;

-1
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(c ) the interpretations or meaning parents attach to ethnic

name-call-inq;

(d) the significance or importance of ethnophaulism for individual

development from a parental perspective"

Although a great deal of research has been done on the presence of

racist attitudes and behaviours among children, very little research has

been done on the problem of ethnophaul-ism, particularly in this country"

This inquiry involved library research for information pertaining to

ethnophaulism, the development and display of racist attitudes among

children, relevant literature on symbolic interaction from the field of

social- psychology, and a review of Canadian social history from the

perspecÈive of ethnicity and racism" this work presents, therefore, the

resul-ts of J-ibrary research in combination with the findings of field-

work investigation.

The primary source of data in the f ieÌdwork inves tigation \¡rere

parents whose chil-dren had complained about ethnic narne-calling when in

elementary school. Most of the informants had children currently

attending elementary school, although a small number had children v¡ho

were beyond this age group, but who had experienced the problem when

they were under the age of ten or eleven. Since the aim of this inquiry

was to discover what parenLs had actually done when the problem \¡¡as

reported to them, it made no difference to the study, whether the

children were presently in grade school. The elementary level was cho-

sen primarily because it \.{as assumed that children within this age range
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would be more líkety than older children to seek parental guidance in

the matter. As it turned out, this assumption proved to be correct.

Teenage chitdren in the families of informants admitted to the

researcher that they had not reported incidents of ethnic name-calling

to their parents after they reached junior high school, or had done so

long after the fact.

Ethnophaulism is a problem of ethnic relations, and more specifi-

caIly, a matter of ethnic discrimination" Therefore the target popuJ-a-

tion for the study was chosen on the basis of respondent's self-

identification with a particular ethnic aroup. The variety of ethnic

groups participating in the life of this city is considerable, and this

posed a problem in the matter of deciding which groups should be engaged

in the research. This problem was resolved on the basis of reviewing

the history of ethnic relations in Canada, which indicated that the

visible minority category appeared to have been singl-ed out for the most

prolonged and sonetimes most intense discrimination when compared to the

non-visibl-e ethnic groups" The category, visible minorities, normally

includes groups of mainly non-European origin such as the Canadian

Native population, the Metis, and Caribbean-, African-, ancl

Asian-Canadians. The choice of this category for this inquiry, is not

meant to suggest that only members of visible ninorities have

experienced this kind of verbal abuse. As members of many non-visible

minorities in Canada know only too well, that no\¡¡ as well- as in the

past, they too have been the targets of ethnophaulism, as well as of

other forms of discrimination. What is interesting, however, is Èhe
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persistence of overt discrimination against members of visibÌe rninori-

ties as compared to the gradual lessening of such discrimination aqainst

derogated ethnic aroups of European origin.

Informants for this inquiry were reached by way of the "snowball

technique" in which participants presented the researcher with the names

of potential- informants. The sample, therefore, is not random.

Chapter II of this work focuses on ethnophaulism. The observations

of social- scientists from a broad range of disciplines concerning the

nature, functions, and sources of ethophaulism are presented here.

Moreover, in this chapter the social structures and social processes

which sustain the phenomenon of ethnic name-call-ing are examined, espe-

cially as they are manifest in social- stereotypes. These are víewed as

dynarnic forces serving in the maintenance of a society's characteristic

socio-political order"

The folÌowing chapter deals with the roots of ethnophautism in the

Canadian contextr i.e., from the macrosocioJ-ogical perspect.ive. The aim

of this chapter is to bring into relief the broad socio-political- themes

in Canadian social history which seem to have created and encouraged

ethnic conflict and discrimination since the early period of coloniza-

tion to the present tÍme. The position taken here is that no only has

there been an historical tendency to differentiate people according to

ancestral originr but that differentiation has processed social- groups

along two divergent paths since about 1760. This ramification of the
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social- differentiation process, it is held, has had important repercus-

sions both on the political structure of present-day Canada and on the

nature of ethnic group relations and perceptions within the pol-ity. The

view taken here is that those groups identified on the basis of cultural-

criteria have enjoyed higher status and have experience less difficulty

in moving out of low status positions than have those groups identified

on the basis of phenotypic criteria. This difference in status, in

turn, has been echoed in the harsher forms of discrimination and pro-

longed political exclusion applied to members of visible minorities, as

wel-I as in the persistence and greater proliferation of derogatory

l-abels for such groups.

Chapter IV presents the microsociological perspective as it per-

tains to ethnic name-cal-l-ing and ethnicity at the individual and inter-

personal- Ievel-" The issues of prejudice, ethnocentrism, and stereotypy

as these relate to cognition, self-concept, and self-esteern are pre-

sented here in terms of symbolic interaction and social cognition

theory, Particular attention is given to those studies which have

focused on children's perceptions of ethnic issues, as well as the role

of parents in these matters. This review of ernpirical data includes the

findings of both national- and international research.

The final three chapters of the work concern themselves with the

process of inquiry and the fieldwork. Chapter V includes a detailed

explanation of the methodology guiding this inquiry and the procedures
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followed in data analysis. The findings are reporterl in Chapter VI.

The final- chapter

discussion of the

research "

presents

findings AS

summary of the research, and offers a

welI as some implications for future
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Chapter II

ETHNOPHAULISI'{

The term rethnophaulis¡nr which neans rforeign disparaging allusiont

\,vas coined by Roback (1944) in what was probabl-y the first systematic

l-ook at the lexicon of international slurs. The term has not enjoyed

widespread usage in the social sciences, partly, it would seem, because

the phenomenon itsel-f has received only sporadic attention. In this

inquiry, the terms ethnophaulism, ethnic: name-calling, epithets,

nicknames, labe1ling, derogation, and slurs, will be used

interchangeably" I would like moreover, to modify Robackrs definition

of ethnophaulism" Since this study explores the phenomenon in the con-

text of a single plural society, the connotation of rforeign' is

inappropriate. Ethnic groups, as we understand then, are not foreign,

but are integral to our internal- socio-pol-itical landscape.

Ethnophaulisrns, therefore, wil-l be taken to mean terms of degradation

used at the informal, face-to-face level of social life to delimit and

downgrade the identity and social location of individuals who belong to

discrete ethnic groups within a plurality.

Although there is evidence indicating that the practice of ethnic

name-calling is not new, there has actually been very little research

done on the problen. Ehrlich (1973:23) comments:
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with the exception of a small study by palnore
(1962), ethnophaulisms have unfortunately received
no systematic attention" The potential for such
study remains to be tapped.

Another research, Al-l-en ( 1983: 2 ) makes a simil-ar observation:

" ..whole books are written on stereotype of
national characÈer, ethnic prejudice, and intergroup
relations with little or no mention of the existence
of the world of words spawned by those relations.

Why this is the case is a matter for conjecture. Socia1 scientists from

various disciplines have, over the decades, acknowledged the existence

of the phenomenon" Some have glanced at it in the course of related

research, while others have probed into it, briefly" Unfortunately,

most of this information has not been analyzed or discussed under some

common heading, nor in a comprehensive text. Allenrs (1983) work is a

first step in that direction. It is perhaps due to this severality that

there has been insufficient movement toward increasingly more systematic

and deeper research into the probJ-em. One resul-t is that res'earch into

the matter of responses to ethnic name-calling is practically

nonexistent. There has been some work done however, on ethnic nane-

calling, and we will now turn to this.

Ehrlich

phaulism: 
_

(1973222) suggests that there are three types of ethno-

disparaging group nicknames

words or expressions that expl-icitly devaluate the
ethnic group

-words or expressions that have no explicit dis-
paragement but that function as a mild derogation
by using ethnic names irrelevantly.
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Such terms are a form of political talk, serving in the maintenance and

perpetuation of a given soclal order (Burke, 1964¡ Douglas ' 1966i

Duncan, 1968; Ehrlich ' 1973; Mirande ' 1978t St" Clair, 1978¡ Ktrleif,

1979¡ A1]en, 1983). They receive their legitimation from the historic

centralizing beliefs which gerrerate the ¡nlicies and gnride the actions

of the dominant institutions of a society.

However¡ ethnophaulisms are not a polite form of talkr so the terms

themselves, are not officially sanctioned by the governing institutions.

They are, instead, part of the prescriptive folklore of the community-

at-large (Dundest 1974). Even sor the notions behind the wordsr the

meanings they convey, and the fu¡ctions which they serve in daily social

intercourse are rooted in the official beliefs and values of the

society. As a Si-kh-Canadian explained to me recentlyr "Itts not the

words themselves , but the intent behind them tirat r s importailt" . Ac-

cording to AIIen ( 1983:2):

The language of ethnic confl-ict includes majority
vocabularies of social control and minority vocabu-
laries of resentment and protest...Nicknames for
ethnic groups are clearly a vocabulary of instrument
by which people and. grroups in cornmuniti-es express,
reinforce and redress orders al-ong ethnic l-ines.

Ethnophaulisms are terms with instrumental- purpose serving as

evaluative markers and identifiers (Giles, 1978)¡ as verbal- weapons

both offensive and defensive (Palmore, 1962) t and as rhetoric or suasive

tools (Kochman, 1976\. As rhetoric or political labels' they function

as tgoads to actionr, that is, action deemed appropriate toward and
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within the category named.; and they serve in the creation of attitudes

and states of mind with regard to the social object (Duncant 1968:170)"

They are definitely not neutral '

Thj-s brings us to the natter of stereotypes. A detailed discussion

of stereotypes as by-products of cognition at the individual level

(Mackie, 1985) will be offered in the third chapter of this text. This

tradÍtional interpretation of stereotypes has recently been challenged

as being incomplete. The problem, as far as a number of social scien-

tists have observed (Ehr1ich, 19'73; Tajfel, 1978), derives from their

recognition that once any stereotype permeates a culture, it enters the

realm of folk belief, and consequently becomes a social force in its own

right, playing in the political and economic asPects of inter-group

relations in a plural society. From Tajfelrs perspective, social

stereotypes evolve from the interptay of inherent human cognitive pro-

cesses and social reality or the social structure and social changes

which determine and gnride social relations in a particular society.

This interpretation of stereotypy accounts for differences in stereo-

types from culture to culture (Diab, 1962 ) and evidence of gradual

change in the content of some j-ntra-cultural stereotypes (A1lport, 1954¡

Diab, 1962¡ Gardner and Taylor, 1969¡ Anderson and Frideres, 1981271)"

The point being made here is that the strictly personal,/cognitive inter-

pretation of stereotypy, while not wrong, fails to take into account its

socio-political .import. Even a cursory glance at what we know about

ethnophaulism makes this very clear. A1len ( 1983:3) expJ-ains the

connection beLween ethnophaulism and stereotyPy:

- 10 -



Ethnic slurs and epithets are...the symbolism of
stereotllping, and they are used ideologically to
justify discrimination against minorities"

Note the reference to ideology, which draws the entire i-ssue of stereo-

types and their tags from the inner workings of the mind into the ¡rcli-

tical realm. It is this aspect of stereotypy which will be discussed in

this section on ethnophaulism.

In terms of group relations, once a stereotype becomes a social

stereotype, it assumes a monolithic quality in a culture, and j-ts con-

tent and bias become quite resistant to change. Part of the reason for

thi-s durability of social stereotypes is due to the fact that they are

partialty grrounded in truth (A1lport, 1954¡ tlackie ' 1974). However,

there is an important element of falsity to social stereotypes. Users

of social stereotypes are most likely to believe that a group which has

been perceived as being a poverty stricken and drunken lotr is either

somehow innately prone to this condition, or its mem-bers are habitually

in this condition because of their ov¡n irresponsibiJ-ity and laziness.

The true causes in such a case are not readily apparent and might

require some probing to discover and prove. The social stereotyPe not

only discourages such probing, but masks the contributing causes

(Carnpbel1, 1967). The linguistic tags attached to such stereotypes

reinforce and abet the continuance of such falacious beliefs in a com-

munity. Furthermore, in common with social stereotypesr ethnophaulisms

also vary from culture to culture. Thus, in some societies, Èhe term

"whi-teface" is never heard, or if used, iS taken as a meaningless ge5-

ture because the majority of the ¡rcpulace happens to sport such faces.

-11 -



In other societies, the term "whiteface" is a very incisive epithet sym-

bolizing a negative social stereotype deriving from a particular set of

demographic facts combined with the effects of social history in that

society. In addition, as with social stereotypes, we also know that. Lhe

lexicon of ethnic slurs in socj-ety changes over time. Certain terms

fall out of popular usage to be replaced by new terms for customary tar-

get groups . Some groì.rps cease to be targets, while new groups are

assignred to the role of targets" Furthermore, the number of abusive

terms for d.ifferent ethnic aroups varies, and can expand or diminish in

concert with changing socj-al conditions. According to Palmore (1962) ,

whose focus was the U.S.A., the degree of prejudice against a particular

target group is reflected in the number of terms coined for it. C,ardner

and Taylor (1969) have shov¡n, on a smaller scaler Èhe same to be true in

Canada, where respondents had fer¡¡er descriptive labe1s for the French

and. English groups than they had for the Canad.ian Ind.ian group. The

rule seems to be that the gir.eater the number of derogat,ory expressions,

the greater and more widespread the prejudice within the populace

against that particular group. Finally, in keeping with Tajfelrs con-

tention that social stereotypes evol-ve from the interaction of ¡ruicro-

and macrosociological processes, V'lorsley (1984¿240) offers a pertinent

observation:

Whatever their origin and sponsorship, once such
( stereotypes ) become ground.ed in material sel-f
interest, justifying differential access to reward.s,
Èhey take on a new and more powerful significance"
Ideas, become significant forces " . .because they
legiti-mize ideoJ-ogically, the privileged position of
those who profess those beliefs. over time, the
beliefs, and the practices associated with them,
harden into a total system of social and not merely

-12-



economic relations, often backed by 1egal discrimi-
nation.

Social stereotypes, thus, have political consequences, and the use of

the linguist.ic tags attached to them is a form of political action.

The currency of eLhnophautism in an ethnically stratified society

reflects the competitive tensions operating alnong groups which perceive

t.he opportunities for or threat of change to their status within the

system (Shibutani and KIdan, 1965¡ see WoIf on ethníc segmentation and

capitalism, 19822379-383). In such systems, ethnic epithets informally

assert and reinforce hierarchical relations by directing individuals to

recognize and maintain positJ-ons in differentiated, unequal and vying

camps. What is being created is social ðistance between the users of

the terms and their targets. Lukens (1979:153) describes this as the

distance of disparag'ement¡ which, in her view, "is established in situa-

tions in which interethnic conflict and ethnocentrism are extremely

intense". One would suppose howeverr Èhat in a pl-ura1 societyr conflict

might be ¡ru¡re intense between some ethnic aroups or categories, and less

intense between others. It is also important to recognize that ethnic

stratification itself, is not always perfectly neatly aligned' nor com-

pletely rigid over timer in the sense that al-I members of any given

group enjoy the same privileges and power. But, what apPears to follow

individuals regardless of their economic and/or educational- achievement

quite often, is the prestige or evaluative connotations associated with

their ethnic group.

In Canada, for examPler there

- 13
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groups have gained an improved status on one or several dimensions over

time (Porter, 1965i Clement, 1985; Darroch, 1985; Änderson and Frideres,

1981)" But, we ¡lso have evidence thaÈ with regard to the extremities

of the hierarchical order, certain ethnic aroups have held constant

positions according to Porter (1965), Clement (1985), Darroclr (1985) and

others. Research findings have recently shown that the salience of eth-

nicity as a factor in status assignment to be diminishing in Canada

(Darroch, 1985); whi-Ie other findings indicate that ethnicity is still

used as a cri-terion of status evaluation (Goldstein, 1985)" Weinfeld

( 1985) has shown that there appears to be a continuing commitment to

ethnicity arnong Canadians, whor given their individual non-ethnic life-

styles, would be expected to discard the hyphenated label in identifying

themselves. All these find.ings suggest contradj-ctory forces at work in

our society" Allen (1983:31) observes that ethnic nicknames arise from

situations of conflict which occur Èhrough intergroup contact and compe-

tition during periods of great social change in a pluralistic soci-ety.

In Canada, it may be that the contradictory influences of evid,ent

change in the status of some groups, but not in others, produces the

friction symbolized in the use of ethnic slurs. Such contradi-ctions and

tensions are most like1y to be evident in the densely ¡rcpuJ-ated,

ethnically varÍegated, and intensely competitive environment of cities

(Ehrlich , 1973). Such a social climate would. be even nþre exacerbated

with the ingress of a new ethnic group or groups inÈo the rn-ilieu.

Ethnophaulisms would be only one part of the arsenal of discriminatory

techniques used i-n such contexts. The use of ethnic slurs would serve

-14-



to entrench and justify intergroup competition, wirile at the same time

reinforcing hierarchical ethnic relations " In such a setting, ethnic

labels would serve as guides to social interaction by serving as markers

identifying friends and enemies (Khrleif, 1979; Goffman, 1959; Barth¡

1 969 ) " According to Khleif ( 1979: 163 ) :

Ethnolinguistic labels enable us to see not things,
but things in their relationships - how an ingroup
cannot be defined apart from an outgroupr how both
form a social systemr how an outgroup is so neces-
sary for an j-ngroup to be itself .

Since the dominant ethnic aroups j-n Canada have remained the same his-

torically, it may also be that such etÌrnophaulisms as are used. corre-

spond, in terms of bias, to the prevailing normative views and beliefs

which derive from the values of these influential groups. Such values,

in the course of time, will have become enduringr shared values of the

populace, regardless of ethnic group affiliation (Blishen, 1986¡

I^Jil lians and Pearce , 1 978 )

Ethnophautisms serve as handy suasive tools for the ¡npulation-at-

large in delimiting, constrainingr and demeaning any segrment of the com-

munity which is regarded as posing some sorÈ of threat to the status quo

(I,{instow , 1969; Lukens ' 1979) " Usage of such terms reminds the

audience, which includes the users, that the society of wttich they are a

part is eÈhnically stratified, and that in the interests of stability,

it behooves all concerned to know and stay in their ascribed place

(Allen, 1983 ) " Ivlorgan, O'Neill, and Harre (1979) | interestinglY, found

thaù in the practise of nicknaming arnong British school children' such

labels arose and served functions very similar to those outlined above.
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The lexicon of ethnic slurs in any society does not arise from

spontaneous generation, but is created from the combined influence of an

over-arching belief system or ideology (Williams and Pearce, 1978\; the

prevailing value system (Blishen, 1986 ) and past social conditions or

social history. I¡lhile shared values incl-ine citizens toward consensus,

the prevailing ideology, which encourages competition and efficiency

grounded as it is in the economi-c and political domains of social life,

requires social dif f erentiation. \^iith social d,if ferentiation comes

identification or labelling. The differentiat.ed groups are evaluated in

terms of their conformity ( or presumed ability to conform) to the value

system. The outcome is a ranki-ng of groups along a scale of comparative

prestige. Ranking on the basis of any criteria or constellation of

criteria serves in the maintenance of the social order required by the

adopted ideology.

In pluralistic sysÈems one of the criteria used in identifying rank

is ethnicity. In Canadian society, for example ¡ €verlone has an

ascribed membership in some ethnic group. According to Barth (1969),

Shj-butani and Kwan (1965), Tajfe1 (1981), and many others, the ethnic

factor is a device used for the demarcation and setting of social

boundaries to facilitate social organization and. to strengthen the

established social order within a polity" IÈ is an organj-zational

implement by which identity and social location can be assigmed to indi-

viduals and giroups. The tags vùrich result from such divisi-ons provid.e a

code which reflects both the hierarchical structure, and, in abbreviated

form, reffects the rules governing intergroup relations in accordance
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with rank" Ethnic ranking or stratification grounded in the differen-

tial economic attainments and poJ-itical rights of the various groups,

introduces a prestige connotation to each ethnic labet (ShiIs, 1968¡

Pineo, 1977 r Hopet 1982; Gol-dstein, 1978, 1985). As Goldstein explains

(1985:182):

Prestige is a symbolic reward. It is the "subjec-
tive" dimension of social stratification which
refl-ects perceptions of the degree of worthiness of
social positions. While prestige is subjective, one
can observe concrete acts by which individuals
express appreciation or derogation of others"

The ethnic factor, therefore, whenever it is activated serves to estab-

lish and perpetuate relations of differential economic status, political

influence, and prestige in plural society. Ethnicity is not a necessary

factor of social- ordering, but it is always a potential factor. Almost

any historical, biological, geographical, cultural, or imaginary cri-

teria can be used to impute ethnic origin. Theories of race which com-

bine all of these criteria have been fabricated to justify such dif-

ferentiation. When cultural criteria are linked with group physical

characteristics as the rationale for social differentiation, the result

is a powerful mechanism for discrirnination because it suggests immutabi-

Iity through its emphasis on biological heredity. In the process easily

discernible physical markers become signals for social action (rajfel,

1 981:274).

Individuals acquire an ethnic identity as a consequence of entering

or being drawn into a society in which ethnicity has been activated as a

political device for the justification and maintenance of the

established social order" As a political device, iÈ is used not only by
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the official or governing institutions of the society, but is ractecl

outr in political talk throughout all the strata of the community.

Through political talk, such as ethnophaulism, individuals at all- Ievel_s

of the ethnic hierarchy are persuaded that maintenance of ethnic dif-

ferences is for the conmon good, while the dominant group or groups

recognize that preservation of these differences is of particular val-ue

in safeguarding their own interests. Even though ethnicity is not

necessary for the maintenance of social order, it has figured promi-

nently in history, especially rnodern historyr ês an instrument of social

control (Sibutani and Kwan, 1965). As far as Canadian political history

is concerned, the ethnic device has always been a conspicuous feature of

group relations and has served effectively in the naintenance of sociat

order. Thus, ethnicity is not simpÌy a matter of primordiar ties, but

as Epstein observes (in Lian, 1982:50):

. ".ethnicity quickly becomes intimately interwoven
with guestions of hierarchy, stratification and the
pursuit of poJ-itical- interests.

In the context of plural society, ethnic identity is in small part

a matter of voluntary self-identification. Tt is to a greater extent,

the outcome of varue-laden ascription by others in the system who

appraise each ethnic group in terms of the prevailing social norms

determined by the dominant group or groups in society. when an ethnic

group is customarily appraised as having few or no positive attributes

it is quite probable that its real status, in terms of political

influence and economic condition, is constrained to the lower echel-ons

of the hierarchy. Lo\,/ placement in the hierarchy, in turn, provides
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Proof of the relative worthlessness and deviance of individuals

belonging to that ethnic group, creating a situation ripe for the gene-

sis of ethnic s1urs" What is more, it does not appear to have been a

feature of the prevailing ideology of modern western plural-ism to con-

done low staÈus on the social totem" The notion, for example, that the

tpoor shall inherit the earthr, would, in terms of our social norms and

values, most likely be interpreted as a threat to those enjoying privi-

leged status. Ethnophaul-isms are a response to the perceived threat,

and once coined, stick l-ike glue to the referent group, to be eroded

only by small degrees as a society adjusts to social change.
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Chapter III

THE CANADIAN CONTEXT

The use of ethnic slurs in Canada reflects both the historic and

present stance of the ruling elite t¡ward subord.inate groups in the

polity, concommitant with the insecurity which intergroup competj-tive

tensions raise in a stratified society" Of course some immigrant groups

have met their historic, old worLd enemj-es on settling in Canada, and

have brought with them n¡cre than a few choj-ce and èisparaging opinions

of their o1d enemies. However, any such d.erogations would neither

thrive, nor survive, r,¡ere they not nurtured or encouraged by the norms

prevailing in the new society. The discriminaÈory perspective of the

dominant group or groups is rooted in the vier,tz that et.hnic origin

determines the inherent qualities of individuals, and that these justify

group status withj-n the hierarchy; and, for that nntterr justify the

existence of the hierarchy itself. Generally, the rat.ionale for any

such view can be traced to the ideas of Social Darwinism t ot t less

euphemistically, to the ideology of racism. Trr be sure, ethnophaulisms

and other forms of verbal derogation connected with social st,atus

existed before the articulation of pseudo-scientific rationales for

racism.

However, wiÈhin the framework of Canadian history, and especially

in terms of its rncdern history, the influence of Social Darwinism has
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probably been more pervasive throughout the populace than any other

rationale for differentj-ation on the basis of ancestry. This is due to

the converg'ence, in the rnid 1800rs of an articulated rsclentificallyl

based racist ideology with the development of rapid information trans-

mission media such as cheap newspapers combined with the growth in mass

literacy during an era of massive worldwide nr-igration (Carney and Zajac,

19752v.2:103). Furthermore, Social Darwinism was promulgated around the

time this terriÈory was forging itself into seLf-conscious nationhood.

Racist ideology and the deliberatj-ons immediately prior to Confederation

were not only contemporary phenomena, but their drift \^ras confLuent.

The themes of Social Darwinism and the events which had led to Con-

federation emerged from the interplay of the same pov/erful forces.

It was during the pre-Confederation era, the period of coloniza-

tJ-on, settlement, and westward expansion, that the political and econo-

mic Aroundwork, foreshadowing the social structure of modern Canada, \,vas

IaÍd. The pre-Confederation era was profoundly moulded as a consequence

of wesÈern European (in our case, primarily French and British) expan-

sion and colonizatj-on" This, in turn, had been fuel-ed fj-rst by mercan-

til-e interests, to be fol-lowed by the demands of industrj-alization and

burgeoning capitalism. The nature of rarestern European and col-onized

societies was dramatically changed. as a consequence. Success in terri-

torial expansionr technologj-ca1 innovation, and the accumulation of

wealth served to convince these invasive European nations of their own

cultural and inherent superiority vis-a-vis other gr.oups, and most espe-

cially vis-a-vis Èhose whom they subjugated. Although SociaI Darwinism
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as we know it was not presenLed until the 1850rs, the exclusi-onary

social relations it endorsed u¡ere already a fact of life in those

regi-ons of the world touched. by industrializat.ion, colonization, and the

spread of capitalism. Therefore, Social Darwinism introduced no shock

to the already existing systems of social relations in these places.

hlhat it did was legiLi-mate dj-scriminatory practises and beliefs through

its imputed grounding in the evidence of science" It conveniently

rationalized social practise and provided authoritative sanction to the

racism which \¡¡as already an active and integral element of colonial

life. Thus, massive social forces not only led to the setting of the

building blocks of this nation, but also j-nfluenced the shape of the

future structurer long before 1867. By 1867, when h/e ernbarked on

nationhood, holding our baggage of social inequities, fabricated out of

the stuff of folklore and theology, it was a rational step to carry it

with us into the future, once the robjectivet evidence of science showed.

that stratification on the basis of ancestral origin was natural r p€r-

missible, and desirable in the operation of a civitized society. Hence,

a tradition of inequality based on lineage was already the norm when the

rules and regnrlations of the ftedgling nation were being formulated.

This norm was to colour our rules on immigration, our att.itudes toward

Èhe various immigrant groups, and the distribution of civil and ¡nIiti-

cal rights r¡¡ithin the ¡rclity well into the 20th century. Because ethnic

name-calling is part of this tradition of differentiation, I shall now

turn for a brief look at the supporting evidence of social history.

It has been suggested (Anderson and Frideres, 1981) that racism was
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not a factor of group relations during the earry period of French

settlement in what was to become Canada. If this judgrnent is being made

with reference to the period between 1534, when Cartier first arrived in

this region, and 1606, when the first successful settlement was estab-

lished in New France by champlai-n, it may be true, insofar as it was in

the j-nterests of French mercantil-e ambitions to maintain co-operative

relations with the ind.igenous peoples. However, the main problem with

this claim is that during this period, there were actuarly no real

French settlemen'Ls in thj-s region, although a few r:nsuccessful attempts

at esta-blishing colonies had been made. Anderson and Frideres also

point out that in addition to developing friendl-y relations with Lhe

Indians, miscegenation between the French and the Indians \¡ras en-

couraged. It is further claimed by these authors, that two important

characteristics of early French settlers hindered the emergence of

racism (1981:218):

"First of all, the French were not colonj_sts in the
true sense. Secondly, they were Catholic in their
religious ideoì-ogy" These two factors are extremely
important to explaining \n/hy the French \¡¡ere able
(and still- are to this d-y) to establish better
relationships with the Native and non-I¡ühite peoples
of Canada. "

f would submit, howeverr that noÈwithstanding Èhe original emphasis of

France on conmercial/strategic aoals in this region; notwithstanding the

enveloping tendencies of Catholicism; and for that natter, notwith-

standing the desire of France to encourag'e the formation of a Inew racel

through miscegenation, elements of racism vrere present from the begin-

ning"
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One cannot overlook, for example, the implicit racism in the act of

laying claim to an already peopled region by virtue of having 'dis-

covered' it. Nor can one fail, to recognize the arrogance in acts of

peremptory establishment of French settlements wj-th a goal to coloniza-

tion of this region. Furthermore, once a colony took root, the French

giovernment's plan for social engineering was also tinged with something

akin to racism. Theirts was a general ¡rcIicy of assj-milatj-on, whereby

the Natives and the offspring of miscegenation would use the French lan-

guage, adopt French-Catholicj-sm, adhere to French laws, and adapt to a

settled way of life" Such actions and policies were rooted in a belief

in French cultural superiority (Trigger, 1987). Furthermore, this two-

pronged strategy of cultural assimilation and miscegenation was to serve

in enhancing France I s presence in the region while at the same time

disarming the potential l-ocal threat to the security of the French

settlers. As for claims that rel-ations between the French and the

Indians were amicabl-e, historical evj-dence (McInnis | 1960 ) shows that

this was not entirely the case. For example, their most important

al-l-i-es in French skirmishes with various Indian tribes were the Huron.

The term Huron derives from the French word "hure" which means "boor,

ruffian, savage" (Wolf, 1982:163). How¡s that for an ethnophaulism!

Such co-operative relations as did exist between the French and the

native peoples were probably motivated more by interests of self-

preservation and ascendancy, than from a French commitment to egalita-

rianism. Granted, the elitism displayed by the French rn.ry have been

more paternal-istic than racist. But, imporÈant in terms of this discus-

sion, is the fact that the spadework for the cultivation of racism in
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Canada, seems to have been started during this period in our history.

This groundwork would be further developed with Lhe arrival of the

British.

British j-nterests in the northern regj-ons of the continent were

spurred primarily by a gnrowing market for beaver pelts in Europe. From

the núd 17th century the French and the British were bent on an in-

creasingly competitive course of northern and western expansionr moti-

vated by both the fur trade and imperialistic goals (I4cInnis'

1960:91-92¡ Reid, McNaught, Crowe, 1959:36). In the process numerous

Indian tribes \"¡ere drawn ¡ through the fur trade and Lhe competi-tive

terrj-torial interests of the colonizing povrers r into the race. They

functioned, for some time as trade partners, as alJ-ies, and as pawns of

both France and England. Both the search for new beaver populations in

the North and West, and the politics of the fur trade itsel-f pushed

native peoples into new tribal configuraÈions, and into alien fields.

The changes caused in the lives of native peoples as a consequence of

these inÈrusi-ve forces were rapid. and long-Iasting. Wolf (19822194-5)

describes some of these consequences:

(The fur trade)...1ed to the decimation of whole
populations and j-n the displacement of others from
their previous habitats...Remnant popuJ-ations sought
refuge with allies or grouped together wiÈh other
populations, often under nev¡ names and ethnic iden-
tities. A few, like the Iroquois¡ expanded at the
expense of their neighbours". "as the European
t,raders consolidated their economic and political
positj-on, the balanced relations between native
trappers and Europeans gave way to imbalance.."and
ultimatel-y to complete subordination.

ConcurrenÈly, relations between the French and the British became
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increasingly hostile, and would culminate in the conquest of New France

by the British j-n 1758. New France, by this time had suffered numerous

calamities and setbacks, while the British, in their colonies to the

south were vigorous and thriving. By the time üiolfe struck the decisive

blow on Quebec, the colony had been undermined by corrosive

circumstances beyond its control (Parkman, 1984:405). The victors'

therefore, came upon a French colony soreJ-y in need of help.

The British, imbued with the Protestant ethic and a belief in their

own inherent physical, moral, intellectual-, and political superiority

were inclined to view the unfortunate circumstances of the French as

indicative of their hereditary shortcomings (Arnoupolos and Clift,

1980:9). At the same timer the British were cog'nizant of the fact thaL

they had r¡ron a colony of long standing, with a sizeable popuJ-ation,

which functioned on the basis of laws, customs, and beliefs of a

famj-liar European aIJ-y and foe. In due course, the decision was made to

all-ow the French to maintain their linguistic, religious, and tradi-

tional practises, but under British law and g"overnment (Quebec Act,

1774). The French were to enjoy the status of equals before the laws of

the realm, \¡¡ere to be equal partners with British settlers in governing

the internal affairs of the colony, but would become British subjects.

The result was a de facto subordination of the French ethnic group in

the colony ( Stanley, 1 968: 267-27^-) .

In contrastr the British aÈtitude toward the native peoples was

markedly different. NoÈ only were they viewed as being culturally
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inferior to Europeans, in general, but Lheir skin colour, from the per-

spective of the British, indícated their inherent inferiority as human

beings. They were increasingly viewed as a menace and a nuisance to the

Brj-tj-sh project of empire building in North America. Their l-ot was not

to be political subordination to British rnight; it was to be complete

subjugation. Ihey were j-n fact, not recognized in any lega1 way as mem-

bers of Lhe evolving society, but were viewed more as an incongruity

hovering on the fringes of that society (Trigger, 1997)" From this per-

spective, the native peoples could not qualify, and \¡¡ere theref ore

ineligible for particJ-pation in the emerging polity or to a respecÈed

place in civilized socJ-ety.

Thus, by the second half of the 18th century, slightly over a hun-

dred years before Confederation, certain patterns of group rel-ations had

alread.y taken root. Group boundaries were id.ent j-f ied with lineage or

stock, while the resulting groups were evaluated in terms of their sul-

tural and phenotypical similarity to the British. Because it was cus-

tomary, at this time, to refer to boÈh national and tribal collec-

tivities as "races", the social hierarchy which emerged as a consequence

of the British conquest was understood as a rank ordering of races. In

fact, it was an ordering whj-ch functioned on the basis of two d.istinct

modes of group identification: culture and physiognomy. This d.ichotomy

was evid.ent in the realpolitik of the newly acquired British col-ony in

which the dominant position was assumed by the British; the eth¡ic or

secondary status was accorded the French; while the Amerind population

was consigned to the outcast state (Grove, 1974¡ l(al1en, 198221Q5-129¡
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InioIf, 1982:380).

During the following decades the boundaries between each stratum

were to become sharper as ôifferences in ¡rclitica1 cloutr econonric con-

dit,ion, and. prestige became manifest among the constituent groups. Even

though these relations of inequality did not proceed from decade to

decade without tensi-on and conflict, the sÈrata or categories them-

selves, remained intact. Pre-Confederation society was composed of

three social spheres in which the superordinate level was congruent with

the right to rule, the intermediate level was associated with civil and

certain political rights which al-lowed the possibility for negotiation,

while the subordinate leve1 was marked by powerlessnessi and in which

membership in any Level was d.etermined by ancestry (Ka1len, 1992)"

By the turn of the 19th century various racist ideol-ogies had been

devised in Western Europe to explain and. just.ify the po\{er of the

various colonizing nations. The n¡cst influential of these was Social

Darwinism. The central thesis of such ideologies was that physical and

cultural differences among various peoples of the world þ¡ere due to

inherent d:ifferences of superiority and inferiority among the dis-

cernible grroups. On the basis of such theories, it was held, in Canada

for example, that the n¡cst superior in every \¡ray were those of Nort.hern

European, but especially, of British stock (Palmer, 1985). From Èhis

apogee of natural creation, aII other peoples were ranked on a

descending scale, with the rncst phenotypically and. culturally different

from the Northern European ttypet bei-ng nominated as the most inferior
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and incompetent. In 1867 this vj-ew and the socio-poliÈica1 reality in

the British colony \dere mutually reinforcing. Implicitly and

explicitly, during the decades of nation-building after Confederation,

racist ideology would inform the actions of the state in its rules and

dealings with the various groups within its system. It would also

influence immigration policies" This official perspective would, j-n

turn, have a consj-derable effect on the kinds of social sLereotypes

which would percolate through Canadian society, and. would influence the

spirit of class relations as well as intergroup relations within any

given level.

It was out of these conditions that we inherited our sociaÌ stereo-

types of the three original groups. British Canadians r^rere unequivo-

cally presented as being rthe Canadians' - proud, wise, and very sLable.

It was generally understood that the responsibility was theirs, as v¡hite

men good and true, to ensure that the superior peoples remained geneti-

cally uncontaminated and in control for the good of this country" f use

the t.erm rwhiter advisedly for it has special meaning in the contexL of

this d.iscussion on ethnj-c name-calling and ethnic relations in Canada.

The term rwhiter in this conLext is congruent wj-th Anglo-Saxon origin

and British culture. In an essay on the history of nativism in the

Canadian West, Harold Palmer explains who the real rwhites' v¡ere

( 1985:312):

.. "the elj-te, whatever their ethnic origin, birth-
place, or religion, had been taught to believe that
the Anglo-Saxon peoples råIere the apex of both bio-
logical evolution and human achievement and they
believed Canada's greatness was due in large ¡nrt to
its Anglo-Saxon heritage "
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. In comparison, French-Canadians acquired the image of being reli-

giousr poor, but sturdy peasants or rhabitantslwho were inclined to be

irascible and wily, and therefore need^ed careful watching. The Ind.ians,

on the other hand, were perceived as being naive and sull-eni a generally

bad and hopelessly primitive 1ot. ft was held that the rn-iserabl-e condi-

tion of their l-ives was due entirely to their lack of initiative and

their inability to adapt to progressive change. For evj-dence of these

social- stereotypes, I think it woul-d be safe to recommend any Canadian

history text, written in English, and first published before 1955. For

example, see Mclnnis (1947, 1959, 1960), from cover to cover, noting

both content and telling omissions. Such ìmages determined the publj-crs

attitudes toward and relations with each of these groups weIJ- into the

20th century. Only in the rn-id-1960's did the popular stereotype of the

French-Canadians begin to alter. The strongly negative image of the

native peoples, however, is sÈill with us today (Asch, 1984:13). i¡/hatrs

more, the condition of their lives remains a t.estimony to their con-

tinued outcast status (Gibbins and Ponting, 19862173¡ Bienvenue, 1985;

Krotz and Paskievich, 1980). So many negative connotations have become

attached to the sociaL stereoLype of the natives, that the term rlndianl

itself serves as a derogatory epithet in many contexts.

It is my contention that the persistence of the negative attitudes

toward the aboriginal peoples and the recent readjustment of our ¡rcpuIar

image of the French-Canadians is significantly tied to the socio-

political categorization of the first group on Lhe basis of predomi-

nantly physical criteria and the categorizat.ion of the latter on the
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basis of predominantly cultural criteria" This ¡nrticular bifurcation

of the differentiatÍng mechanism has, in turn, had tremendous impact on

the experience of the various immigrant groups which arrived later "

Until recent times, it has been a pivotal element in our immi-gration

poli-cies. Idithin the npdern Canadian polity, it has become the ascen-

dant force of change in the ¡nlitical arena, ¡nrticularly through the

ethnj-c trajectory which is steadÍly gaining ground i-n the transformation

of the traditional image of Canada as an essentially British ¡nlity, to

that of an essentially multicultural polity. In this process, the

French have advanced tÐ the elite "charter group" status, which a1lows

them, along with the British, certain national rights and privileges

denied to all other ethnic and naÈir¡e groups within the polity (Kal1en,

1982). The ethnic stratum has now been completely taken over by the

other ethnic rninorities, whose roots are n¡cstly European. Their posi-

tion in the natter of power distribution in Canada is that.all minori-

ties, including the English and French, are ethnic, and that therefore,

no group or groups are entitled to an elite status because of their

ethnj-city or for any other reason"

In contrast, minoritj-es of non-European origin, and notably the

native peoples, as a group, have yet to achieve the ¡n1itical influence

and. social gains of the ethnic body (Kallen,1982)" It is within the

realm of possibility that the multicultural lncvement rrury ex¡nnd and.

engulf these rninorities into its dlmamic ken. There is some evidence

that this may be happening, ât least with respect to some visible

minorities within the system (see Report of the Standing Committee on
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Multiculturalism, 1987 ). At present, however, visible minorities ,

whether indÍgenous or immigrant, continue to experience considerably

more discrimination in aII spheres of social life, Èhan do members of

other ethnic aroups.

For n¡cst of its history, the Canadian government has been ambiva-

lent toward Èhe issue of immigration" On the one hand, it has long been

a recognized fact that this vast territory needs ÍÞre ¡æople - for a

nurlber of very good and practical reasons. On the other handr Canadians

have tradit.ionally reacted to newcomers with rþre than a touch of

xenophobia, particularly if the newcomers happened to arrive in large

numbers from a single region of the world within a relatively short

space of time" Along with the general xenophobia, wtrich Pa1mer (1982)

defines as NaLivism, the racist ideoJ-ogy of Anglo dominance has played a

major role in orientating the government on irnmigration issues. In

accordance with this perspective, immigration policies have tended t-o

,iliscourage the settlement of non-European groups in Canada. Although

some Blacks, Chinese, Sikhs, and other non-European groups did settle in

Canada during the period between Confederation and the 1950rsr their

nunbers were smal1 when compared to the massive influx of European

immigrants during the same period. The flow of such immigration vras

carefully controlled through provincial and federal government legisla-

tion.

Íhose non-Europeans who did. manage Èo come into the country were to

experience shabby, callous, and sometimes brutal treatment at the hands
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of the population-at-Iarge ¡ employers, and government official-s "

Regardless whether they arrived as refugees, or vTere imported as cheap

labour, or came as seÈt1ers, non-Europeans in Canada were subjected to

formal and informal discrimination on a large, and ofttimes dramatj-c

scale (Tarlo, 1968; Winks , 1971; !'erguson, 1975¡ Sugimoto, 1978¡

Buchigmani, 1979¡ Anderson and Frideres, 1981; Li and Bolaria, 1983;

Walker, 1985; Palmerr 1985; Baureiss, 1985; Barrett, 1987) " Such

discriminaÈion delimited the educational and economic opportunities of

these people. Tire social and economic realities of their lives nurtured

and confirmed the negative social stereotypes of these groups held by

Canadians. The blatant racism which marked the posture of the Canadian

government and public toward peoples of non-European origins is recorded

not only in history books, buL is held in the special vocabulary of

derogatory labels coined as terms of reference and address for people of

these groups. Ihus, as well as having a lexicon of obnoxious terms for

indigenous peoples, we have also invented, in the course of our history,

a repertoire of taunts and slurs to be used against phenotypically

distinct immigrant groups in our nü-dst.

It wasn't until the 1960¡s that the policy of exclusion with regard

to non-European immigration changed.. By Èhis Èime, Canada had set

itself the task of developing a respected role in j-nternational peace-

keepingr and consequently needed to esLablish an humanitarian 5mage.

During this period also, economic conditions in Canada signalled the

need for ÍÐre skitled and unskilled labour. The tradiÈional European

sources had dried up for various reasons, so Canada opened. iÈs doors to
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immigrants from the Third World" As a consequence, unprecedented

numbers of non-European immigrants settled in Canada during recent

decades, mostly in urban centers. The Department of the Secretary of

State, in a paper focusing on so-called race relations (1984:12-13)

offers the following observation:

The largest porÈion (of immi-grants in 1983), about
65 percent, was contributed by Asia and the Pacific,
with smal-Ier numbers arriving from South and Central
America, plus the lt[iddle East. In this context,
India was the second largest source of inmigrants in
1983 providing some 7r000 arrj-vals, and...six of the
top ten source countries belong to the Third World.

Important in this context is the fact that a considerable proportion of

those immigrants arriving from the Third World since 1967 have been well

educated people. Íhis is in contrast to earlier immigrants from similar

sources, who were for the nrost part unskilled labourers. l^Jalker

(1985:18) explains the social sigmificance of this:

...Because of the high skitl levels ¡nssessed by the
new immigrants r Canada was experiencing not only a
novel increase in black ciÈizens.. .but a substantial
shift in occupational distribution of a skin colour
associated with lower skills and income.

As a consequence of this combinatj-on of factors, when Canada slid into a

period of severe r:nemployment, v¡trich peaked in 1978t incidents of vio-

lence and. tensions rooted in racist ideology began to surface dramati-

cally in cities across the country (Henry and Tator, 1985)" It a.]-so

became apparent that visible nuinorities were being discriminated against

by potentiat ernployers (Henry and Ginzbergr 1985). Conditions such as

these exacerbated the antagoni-stic relations between visible ¡n-inorities

and the predominantly white population, heightening perceptions of

inequality and unfair compeÈition on both sides " As a result slurs and
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taunts against visible minorities gained widespread currency in casual

discourse Èhroughout the country"

Concurrent with this wave of immigration and the economic swings of

the sixtj-es and seventies, Canada was also experiencing a rural to urban

population shift. Joining this flow of internal migration have been

increasing numbers of Canadian Indians, deÈermined on escaping the harsh

cond.itj-ons of lj-fe in the hinterland and hoping to i-mprove their circum-

stances in the citj-es. According to various studies (Bienvenue, 1985),

Canadian Indians, upon thej-r arrival in urban centers such as Winnipeg,

have run into a hard and virtually impregrnable wall of discrimination at

every level of social life. This state of affairs has forced them into

lives of welfare dependence, humiliation, and destitution. Derogatory

epithets represent only one kind of discrimination meted out to these

people on a daily basis in our cities

Evidence indicates that in Winnipegr as well as in other \¡rban

cent.ers members of visible minorities have been experiencing a wide

range of discriminatory actions for many years - despite the dearly held

mybh that racism does not exist in this c5-Èy (Scottr 1971)" There is

also evidence that such minorities in Winnipeg do not al-$¡ays receive the

same wages as their white counterparts, nor are they always treated. as

equal competitors for various kinds of work (M,A,RL, 1987). In response

Èo such evidence of inequities and racial strife r both here and. else-

where in Canada, municipal¡ provincial, and fed.eral bodies have been

formed to forestall and to find ways of resolving these problems. Among
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such formations are municipal Race Relations Committees, Human Rights

commissions, Native Rights advocacy groups, curriculum planning units

within provincial Departments of Education, and federarry appoi-nted

research cornaittees reviewing all aspects of the problem. rf nothing

else, the e<j-stence of such bodies attests to the presence of racism in

present-day Canada.

From the rracroscopic perspective then, racj-st ideology, in one form

or another has been influential in the structuring of social relations

in Canad.a since the onset of colonization" Because racist ideologies

have been so important in the shaping of the Canadian ¡nlJ-ty during the

entire span of its history, Lhe values and attitudes which such theories

uphold have permeated social life. Such values and attitudes have

delimited the conditions of life for members of many ethnic and visible

groups in the system over the years, and Ín the process have'contributed

to the variety and content of nationally held social stereotypes.

Of the two subordinating categories, the social stereot.ypes of

visible minorities have been nrcre consistently negative, and discrimina-

tion against them has been, historically, more persistent, overt and

entrenched than it has been against various ethnic minority target

groups" The body of negative stereot,ypes of visible rninorities shared

by Canad.ians has often surfaced in the form of derogatory group epithets

used. in the course of interpersonal relations beÈween members of dif-

ferent groups in our society. A dominant belief system, the structure

of socio-political relations in this counÈry, d.emographic factors,
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economic inequalities,

groups, in combination,

ethnophaulism in Canada"

by indivi duals against

discussion wilI focus

phenomenon "

and competitive tensions betr,reen constituent

have encouraged the proliferation and use of

But acts of ethnic name-calling are committed

i-ndividuals. In the following chapter the

on the microsociological aspecLs of this
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Chapter IV

TTÍE I,IICROSOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

The dominant theory in ¡ruicrosocj-ology is the Symbolic InÈerac-

tionism first proposed by G" H. Mead ('1934), and elaborated by scholars

such as Duncan (1962, 1968), Berger and Luckmann (1967), and Langer

( 1968). The works of these theorists are the primary source for the

discussion on language and social relations, immediaÈeJ-y following.

However, language as we know it, exists only because of the cognitive

ability peculiar to human bej-ngs. This ability develops as the human

being matures" In this process, linguistic skill-s and reasoning strate-

gies become more complex and sophisticated and serve to transform the

human being into a social being. Cogniti-ve development and social cog-

nition will be discussed from the perspective of Piagetrs theories.

This will be followed with a review of relevant research concerning

children and parenting in the context of ethnic relations.

4"1 I,ANGUAGE IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIAT REAI,ITY

Language serves as both a boundary

of cognitÍve and social orderr as well

for cognition and social life" In the

order of the world around us, we engage

defining tool in the maintenance

as being the integrating medium

process of creaÈing some kind of

in sorting what we perceive into
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units of similar, or related objects and events, that is, vte create

categories " Categories arise through the complementary processes of

comparison and differentiation, which bring into play judgment or

evaluation, and hierarchical ordering" The array of criteria or markers

taken into account for the placement of any object into a particular

caÈegory is customarily streamlined for efficj-ency. As a consequence,

the nost i:nmediately perceptibl-e markers are generally taken as suffi-

cj-ent information for identifying an objecÈ with a conceptual category.

Ehrlich (1973:39) observes that the placement process is contingent on

the joint effects of:

- the objectts characteristics
- criteria of classification
- objectts eligibility for other social caÈegories
- context in which the object apPears

AII- objects in the environment are categorized¡ be they, human or

otherwise. By categorizing all- we meet and. experience into fields of

similar or related objects, we narrow down the disparate stimuli encoun-

tered in daily life to a more nìanageable range of stimuli for action"

Davey ( 1983:43-47 ) notes that categorizat.ion simplifies our social

world.; equips us with a rapid identj-fication system; and Provides us

with clues for appropriate action in familiar and new situations. In

add-ition, it has been observed that \¡¡e regulate our classif ication

schemes by exaggerating the differences between categories and n-ini-

mÍzing the òifferences within categories (Ehrlich, 1973¡ Davey, 1983).

The resu]t, in Allport's (1954) view is that each category is in fact a

generalization whose inferences are not absolutely true for each element

clustered around it, but which allows people to act as if the inferences
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lvere true for each member of the category.

Each category is coded with a tabel or name. A name symbolizes all

objects associated with a category and serves as the key to a particular

conceptual or semantic field (Ehrlich , 1973). There is nothing univer-

sally raÈional about the content. or the bias of ûÌost of Èhe category

systems developed by the various societies or human groups in the world.

The array of categories, their content and specifj,c biases are primarily

a function of consensus, cusLom, and cul-ture. Categori-es are meaningful

to those who create and use them, and these meanings are held in lan-

guage in the form of names.

Names are signifj-cant symbols, and. they are first and foremost

denotative. Íhrey are simply names of thingsr p€rsons, or relationships,

which serve to differentiate particular phenomena from other phenomena

(Ehrlich ¡ 1973r. A symbol becomes sigaificant when there is a general

consensus as to its meaning within a linguistic community (I,lead, 1934)"

Once a thing is named, it becomes a social object; i.e", something on

which individuals can act, or to which they can respond (Duncan, 1968).

Until- a thing is named. j-t has no special meaning, for it cannot be

discussed.. Names, therefore, are indicaÈors of some knowledge or

familiarity with their referents. The aggrîegate of such meaningful

\¡¡ord-structures , held in language, represents a communi-ty 3 s social

knowledge (Berger and. Luckmann, 1967)"

Once the concept of a social object becomes generalized, the
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object, the concept, and the significant symbol become susceptible to

evaluative connotations. An object, concept, or symbol is intrinsically

neither pod nor bad. but the processes of differentiation and compari-

son \¡¡hich engender them also appraise them for relative worth and func-

tion w-ithin the established. social framework (Langer , 1969) " The pro-

ducts of such appraisat, the connotations. may be temporary and specific

to a ¡nrticular object¡ or they may be long-Iived and widespread,

affecting all objects of a certain type. Significant syrnbols or names

may also be fiÞre or less rloadedr with connotations - it is not an

either/or thing.

If the social object is not a human being or a human 9rouP, there

are generally no reciprocal- effects between the namer and Èhe social

object regardless of t,he connotations attached to its nane. Thus, the

name 'lr4ondayt may accumulate predominantly good or bad connotations, but

the block of time which is represented by that name vtill not be affect.ed

one way or another by such connotations. Any effects that do occur will

be on the human being, or the namer. Similarly, the name tsguirrelt nay

accumulate a set of good or bad connotations in a human community, but

the little beast itself will not alter its l^lays because \,¡e choose to

think of it as either sute or pesky. W€, on the other hand, may create

effects in ourselves as a consequence of the connotations lrte attach to

the name tsquirrelr. When the social objects named are human bej-ngs'

either as individuals or as groupsr the impact of connotations is drama-

tically different because as Ehrlich (1973:57-58) explains:

Peop1e...u¡tike other objects of cognition react to
the beliefs and disbeliefs that others hold of them.
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Their own beliefs and disbeLiefs are determined
partly by their reactions. In turn, their reactions
partly determine how they are cognized.

Categorization of human beings or groups, and codification by names

r¿hich carry complexes of connotations produces mutually reinforcing

conceptions between the namers and the named for they evolve from a

conmon source. AII ¡nrties to such interactions engage in and are

affected. by the same cognitive processes. l"leanings, including all

elaborations of ¡nrt,icular meanings, are shared in social knowledge

(Berger and Luckmann, 'l.967). I"leanings in their turn, propel behaviour

along socially sanctioned trajectories (Berger and Luckmann ' 1967 ).

Thus both namers and named are cognizant of being called upon to òisplay

behaviours or Èo perform actions culturally deemed appropriate to either

using or to being identified by a particular name (Duncan, 1968).

In connotation, a retinue of associated meanings becomes attached

to a word or term, and this comes to mind v¡henever the word is used in

the absence of the object of its denotation (Langer , 1969), The concep-

tion conveyed involves descriptive, evaluativer and emotive qualities

which become associated with the object to which the term refers. These

connotations may or rrny not be true or correctr but they become bonded,

through repeated association, with the symbol for a g'iven object¡ and

eventually, it is assumed by the public-at-1arge, that the connotations

are accurate or true depictions of the object itself. In this manner,

rightly or wrongly, a social object or a category acquires a particular

status or value within the social scheme of things (Berger and

Luckmannt 1967)" It is through such a process thaL plural societies
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produce ethnophaulisms.

Connotations are elaborations of meaningir and are of primary impor-

tance to the creation and. maintenance of social order (Berger and

Luckmann' 1967). Significant symbols, in their combined denotative and

connotative asPects, not only allow for the qnergence of social order,

but it is through thern that ¡ntterns of social relations or cultures are

sustained" Íhe use of such symbols or names by conmunity members,

brings to rn-ind, or at least implies, both the social order as a coherent

system, the location of the symbolrs referent within the social order,

and the esteem j-n which the object is held by the members of the

community (Duncan, 1968).

The connotaLions associated with a name indicate the appropri-ate

at.titudes and behaviour toward the object, and give rise to certain paL-

terns of relations with the object (Duncan, 1968). Such connotations

may hold for a singl-e object within a category, or for each member of

the set. When the connotations are held to be true for aII members of a

category, especj-ally a human category, the result is the class of

generalizations known as stereotypes (Ehrlich, 1973)" Stereotypes allow

and encourage prejudgment by inclining us to accept as true vÈratever

they j-nfer about the members of a group" Because of the evaluation

process, stereotypes nìay have either a ¡nsitive or a negative bias vùren

they represent human groups. In plural societies, r.¡hen the çFoup

stereotypes are tinged. with a negative bias, the verbal tags

that are atÈached to them are ethnophaulisms. The language

or

of

names

ethnic
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conflict, to use Al-lents (1983) phrase, is a vocabulary of negatively

loaded terms referring to the various human populations whose members

interact within a single society"

Names always stimulate some lcind of behaviour in both users and

referents. Duncan ( 1968:23) describes names as "goads to action".

Ethnic labels are names which carry both denotative and connotatj-ve

meanings, and serve as pads to political action. Ethnic labels are

used. to identify individuals with a ¡nrticular sLratum within a social

hierarchy by informing, directing, reminding, and admonishing. Atl

these actions are aimed at provoking a desired response r either of com-

prehension or of behaviour in the referent.

Although human beings have an innate compulsion to differentiate r

comparer and evaluate, they are not innately compelled to use symbols of

ethnic derogation, no more than Èhey are compelled to refrain from

probing into and assessing the elaborated meaning networks from which

sLereotypes and ethnoli-nguistic tags are derived. Social cond.itions ¡nay

encourage individuals to rely on stereotypes, but whether an individual

takes a stereotype as irrefutable, or v¡l:ether he or she takes the posi-

tion that itrs too much of generalization to hold true for all members

of a category or group, seems to be a function of cogniti-ve develop-

ment.
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4.2 SOCIAL COGNITION AND ETHNOCENTRISM

ïn the field of psychology there are two broad areas. One branch

focuses on the social context of human relations, vñiIe the other is

concerned with issues and problems pertaining to individ.ual mental/

emotional perception and development" George Herbert Mead (1934) whose

perspective on symbolic interaction and. social relations is central to

the discussion in the preceding section v¡as one of the first social

psychologists to introduce the concept of social role-taking, or taking

the role of another in social relations. In like manner, Piaget (1896-

1980), \,ras one of the first psychologists to use this notion, particu-

larly in his work on egocentrism and decentering. As a consequence of

his observations, ensuing research and findings of others, most noÈably

Robert Selmanr David Elkind, and Lav¡rence Kohlberg, have evolved into a

theoretical rncdel known as Socj-al Cognition. Research in this area has

concerned itself with the relationship beÈween level or stage of indivi-

dual cognitive development (reasoning strategies) and the process by

which individuals become social beings.

Socia1 cognition, accordj-ng to lltuus (1982:232) z

. û.can be defined as "how ¡reople think about other
people and about themselves"¡ or how people come to
know their social world. ".inplied in this concept of
social cognition is an ability to nake inferences
about other people I s capabilities, attributes,
expectations, feelings and potential reactions.
These j-nferential processes of social cognition are
referred to as role taking or perspective taking.

Most of the research in social cognition has concentraÈed on chj-ldren

and adolescents. Because of this and its affinity to the symbolic
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interactionism theories

nent to this discussion

social psychology, social cognition is perti-

ethnic relations and ethnic name-calling.

ln

ot

In Piagetrs nodel of cognitive development there are three stages.

The first stage, egocentrism, involves a form of reasoning in which

interpretations of reality are very subjective and concrete. As Muus

(1982:254) explains:

"EgocentrJ-sm" refers to the inability to clearly
differentiate the naÈure of the subject-object
interaction, or the subject-object relationship...
Egocentric children...are unable to put themselves
phenomenologically into the situation or the posi-
tion of someone else because they are unaware that
other people have a different ¡rcint of view.

It is assumed, from the egocentric perspective, that whatever is per-

ceived can be interpreted in only one way, which is the rrightt way as

far as the egocentric is concerned.. Environmental phenomena, whether

physical or social, are assessed on the basis of the rþst obvious and

tangible criteria from the perspective of ego. Relationships are inter-

preted in terms of their bearing on or relevance to ego, and in terms of

their immediaLely apparent form. The egocentric is either r¡nabIe or

unwilling to delve beyond superficial evj-dence in understanding and

explaining environmental phenomena. Such probing and analysis requires

the greater subtlety of a higher order of reasoni-ng.

Although most of the recent research has indicated that egocenÈric

thinking seems to be peculj-ar to children and. adolescents, Piagetrs

theories imply that this kind of reasoning is possible not only at the

concrete operations leve1, but can re-emerge in a slightly more
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sophisticated form at the higher level of formal operations, which

involves perspective taking and abstract evaluation. Hor,¡ever, according

to Wegner (1977 ) r¡¡cst of the findings ind.icate that the n¡cvement from

concrete to abstract evaluatj-on is accompanied by an equivalent. shift

from egocentrism tp non-egocentrism. Whether there is anything to the

notion that cognitive development is tied to chronological age during

the average life span' is qurrently a matter of great controversy in

this fie1d. At present there is insufficient evidence to conclusively

prove any particular ¡rcsition (see Loevinger , 1976). My own casual

observations would incline me to support Piagetrs view, that egocentric

reasoning can re-emergle even after indj-viduals have acquired some formal

operational reasoning strategies. rn any case, the process of change

from egocentrism to non-egocentrism \¡¡as described by piaget as

¡decenteringt.

As an indj-vidual decenters, he or she ncves from the assumption

that his/her view or interpretation of reality is the only right way of

knowing things, to the recognition that different, yet equatly valid

interpretations of phenomena and events can be and are hetd by other

individuals. In this process, the individual becomes conscious of the

possibility that he or she can, and should, take such other points of

view into account when making assessments and. interpretations " When the

individual begins to reason in this firanner, he or she has begun to take

the role of the other, and has begun to ¡ærceive socj_al reality as a

multi-dimensional, inter-personal construct" Decentering can be

described as a recurring process by whi-ch individ.uals npve from states
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of narrower to nÐre open-mindedness.

I¡lhen new information or stimuli cannot be integrated satisfactorily

into the individual¡s conceptual framework, he or she is thrown into a

state of disequilibrium, and is rncved to find another framework within

which all perceived stimuli can be integrated. In roving from a limited

conceptual framework to something rÞre accommodating, the individual is

forced to develop new and more sophj-sticated reasoning strategies.

Piaget describes this as the process of equilibration. The end result

of equilibration is the state of equilibrium. Hov¡ever, as piaget con-

ceives it, equilibrium is never a permanent condition, for, ever an¿

alwaysr rIêw and n¡cre challenging stimuli are perceived, confronting the

individual as he or she moves through life, which plunge the person into

successive cycles of equilibration and temporary phases of equilibrium.

Through such a process, the individual slowly moves from preoperational,

to concrete operational, to advanced formal operational thinking, with

previous rncdes of reasoning becoming integrated components of the Írf,re

sophisticated reasoning strategies. The dominant ncde of reasoning at

any perJ-od of the individual-rs life affects interpretation of reality

and behaviour. Thus, both prejudj-ce, stereotyping and ethnocentrism, as

wel-1 as d.iscrimination such as eth¡ic name-calling can be viewed as

functions of achieved level of cognitive development. In this fiËrnner

individ.uals n¡cve from nondifferentiation, to d.ifferentiation, to coord.i-

nation, and from egocentrism, by degrees, to sociocentrism. This

developmental progression emerges from the dialectic between the

developing organism (individual) and the challenges thrown forth by his
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or her social and physical environment "

In her very illuminating article, Kathleen l"letz ( 1980) explains how

an individual I s social cognition is a function of achieved level of

cognitive development" She also shows that there is empirical evidence

from research into social cognition of children vùrich supports Piagetrs

model. fhus, according to her analysis, there appears to be evidence of

correspondence between egocentrism and the two least sophisti-cated types

of thinking strategies: preoperational thinking and concrete opera-

tions. In terms of social cognition r preoperational thinking is charac-

terized. by naive sociocentrism in v¡Ìrich the young child seems to be

unconcerned or unaware of social groups, and is inclined to believe that

everybody is the same as self. In concreÈe operations, the next leveI,

social cognJ-tion, involves unsophistj-cated ðifferentiation on the basis

of readily apparent criteria such as skin colourr clothing styles,

accents, etc., vd:ich differ from onets own group.

Ethnocentrism, according to l(eLz, is a reflection of early formal-

operations thinking which seems to consist of two slightly different

outgroup perceptions" These are intra-group correspondence and inter-

group correspondence. At this stage the individual begins to perceive

that various attributes tend to correspond, or occur together. This

Iead.s the ind.ividual to recognize that a social group can be identified.

by more than one attribute, allowing for the perception of o\{n and other

groups in terms of complexes of criteria rather than in terms of unidi-

mensional characteristics used in concrete operations. At this stage
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there is a greater reliance on stereotypes, both for own and other group

identification and evaluation, and there is a consci-ous emphasis on own

group superiority. Toward the end of the ethnocentri-c stage the indivi-

dual appears to begin ôiscerning that separate groups might have some

attributes in common" At this end of the ethnocentric stage, alsor p€r-

ceptions of outgroups become less rJ-gid, although there still remains

an inclination toward ingroup bias.

FoIi-owing luletz I s analysis . the final stage is sociocentrism which

requires advanced formar operations thinking. At this sÈage the indi-

vidual is aware of shared attributes among all social groups. In l"letzrs

words (1980:13), at this stage the individual recognizes I'that oners own

group is one anong many" and that "otherness is relative". At this

stage there would be increasingly less credibility given to and reliance

upon gîîoup stereotypes.

It should. be noted here ¡ that neither Piaqet nor lqetz claims that

the transition from one cognitive level to another is sud.den, but

ratherr that it occurs through a gradual process of decentering"

Because nÐst of the empirical evidence supporting this npdel has been

derived from stud.ies of children, and because this part.icular research

is concerned. with ethnic conflict a$ong children, the fotlowing section

will focus on international and national find.ings in the matter of

child¡enrs perceptions of issues related to ethnicity"
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4"3 INTERNATTONAL FINDINGS

Accordì-ng to Pushkin and Veness (1973), the results of various

studies in the U.S., Britain, and New Zealand done between 1929 and

1971, indicate that among children between the ages of three and seven"

there seems to be an increasing ability to identify racial differences

accurately. The age of four seems to b€ a pivotal year, vùren mcst

children show a marked i:nprovement in this kind of differentiation.

With the exception of the Laishley (1971 ) study in England, it has been

found that q¡hite child.ren in this age range were rÐre often correct in

recognizing their group meribership than were children of visible rn-inori-

ties. These tended to identify themselves as 'whiter in significanL

numbers until about the age of seven v¡hen this trend corrected itself

(Ctark and C]art, 1947; SÈevenson and Stewart, 1958; Morland, 1958;

Judith Porter, 19'71¡ Vaughan, 1964). It would seem, therefore, that in

noting racial differences, children engage in simple evaluation even at

an early age (Goodman , 1952). However, this kind of differentiation is

noL consistently apparent among chil-dren until about four and a half

years of age. Before that tirne, most children are inclined to identify

themselves by their given name, rather than by ethnicity. In gieneral.

after this âge, in young children the process of self-identification

seems t¡ be sigrnificantly influenced by the aLÈitud.es prevailing in the

larger society toward their ¡nrticular group. overalI, the findings

between 1g2g and 1971 have suggested that the phenomenon of self-

rejection indicated by a preference of visible minority goup cÏrild¡en

for white playmates and doll-s, and mis-seLf-identificaÈion is a
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consequence of the prevailing social attitudes and evaluations of the

various rninority groups within a society. rt appears that even very

young children assimilate such normsr €Ven though they may not really

comprehend the reasons for them.

However, since the late 1960rs, a growing number of researches have

cast doubt on the self-rejection phenomenon. Laishrey (1971), for

example, found no evidence of racial a\.¡areness in children between Lhe

ages of three and. five plus. she noted, however, that these children

aII lived in an area with no significant inter-racj-al tension "

Similarly, l'lorland (í'969) found thaL in Hong Kong, where there is no

racially distinct dominant majority, children of various racially

diverse groups in the population had no problem with self-

identification.

On the issue of preference, in Haifa, Tajfel eL al. ('1972) dis-

covered that despite official efforts to discourage status distinctions

between the Sephardim and the Ashkenazim, child¡en, nevertheless, were

tuned into the subtle evaluations of these two groups in the society"

They revealed. this in their preference, increasing wj-th dgè t for the

European I type' " Yet l,larsh ( 1970 ) in a study of !ùest Indian ctrildren

fostered in white nulddle class British homes found that group differen-

t.iation in children v¡as not necessarily congruent with negative stereo-

Èyping. In such homes both white and West Indian foster-sib1ings indi-

cated that they would quite like to possess each otherrs skin colour.

These various fi-nd.ings suggest that along with differentiation as a
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natural outcome of cognitive development, the attitudes and emoLions

which a child associaÈes with different groups will be a function of

what he or she learns or hears about them from others, j-ncluding the

various mentors in the environment"

Pushkin and Veness (1973) also note, on the basis of their review

of several decades of findings in various parts of the world, that

intergroup attj-tudes seem to be a function of cognitive development;

that as children mature they display a notable integration of their

views vis-a-vis outgroups in general, and specific outgroups, in ¡nrti-

cular. F\rrthermore r youngsters seem to become more entrenched in thej-r

opinions on these matters as they age. Since ¡nost of the studies

reviewed by Pushkin and Veness focused on children up to about the age

of eight, it is j-nterestj-ng that similar researches of adolescent and

undergraduate university subjects show the same trend of increasing con-

sistency in ethnic attitudes (Blake and Dennis, 1943¡ Frenkel-Brunswick,

195 3 ; Goodnow and Tagiuri , 1952 ¡ Tìri-andis and Triand.is , 1960 ¡ Vaughan ,

1962)" AllporL (1954¿79) observed that there seemed to be a connection

between college education and nucre tolerant intergroup attitudes.

On the issue of self-accept.ance and self-esteem, it appears that,

as Loud.en ( 1981) explains:

...an j-nd.ividual- secure in his own group may find
the majority group evaluations írrelevant, but
(this) does not .imply that he feels his ethnic aroup
to be superior.

This al-so implies that given certain social conditions, self-concept,
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and therefore self-esteem need not be negative even if oners qoup is

negatively stereotyped in the system (Ray, 1974¡ Louden , 1981 ¡ Davey,

1983; Heaven et a1., 19A4¡ Clark, 1986)"

On the natter of inter-group contact, the results are controver-

sial" Vaughan and Thompson (1961) found in New Zealandr that in a

sample of twelve to sixteen year olds, low interethnic contact seemed to

j-ncrease r:nfavourable outgroup attitudes. This would support Allport I s

(1954) suggestion that prejudice may be reduced between groups of simi-

lar status vùren they had. certain goals in conmon. Yet, Das (1962) in

India, and Ray (1983) in Australia did not find that contact made any

substantial d.ifference to negative outgroup attitudes " In these later

studies, the subjects were adults. Therefore there ÍBy be generat.ional

and situational influences bearing upon inter-grroup perceptions.

!ùith regard to conceptual criteria, evidence from the bulk of the

studies indicates that the most popular criteria of differentiation,

across al-l age groups, appears to be distinctive physical markers such

as skin colour, and the paraphernalia of social class, such as quality

of housing¡ clothing, and other material economic ¡nanifestations. These

are aJ.l concrete criteria in that they are read.ily perceived. by the

SOITSeS "

As individuals rnature it appears that concrete criteria, already

established as markers of èifferentiation and evaluation, are combined

with abstracÈ criteria such as religion and nationality, to buttress the
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outgroup attitudes held by ind.ivid.uals" In general , it seems that the

inclusion of abstract criteria as a factor of group differentj-ation and

outgroup attiÈude is not successfully engaged until somewhere between

the ages of nine and eleven (Piaget and Weil, 1951; Lambert and

Klineberg, 1959; Jahoda, 1962; Tajfel, 1966). An interesting finding in

this matter of abstracL criteria was found by Radke et al. ( 1949) , who

noted that as early as age six and a half, simple abstractions such as

the name or label of ethnic Aroups hras shown to be sufficient for

arousing negative reactions among children toward certain groups. The

authors assumed that such labels brought to the childrenrs ninds the

social st.ereotypes of the various groups named.

Alfred Davey's (1983) research in England. is the n¡cst recent large

scale international study pertinent to this discussion. Tlris focused on

prejudice anong children in various parts of the country. 'The aim of

this study was to discover the ethnic criterj-a used by white, West

Indian, and Asian child.ren, aged between seven and ten-plus, in goup

differentiatj-onr group comparison, and in self-identification, as weIl

as assessing Èhe role of parents in the development of inÈergroup atti-

tudes of their chj-l-dren. The subjects were located in three areas: one

of high contact among the three aforementioned groupsi one of some

inter-grroup contact t and one area in which there \¡rere no visible

minority groups resident.

In contrast to evidence of self rejecti-on or mis-self-identifi-

cation found in other studies (cited earlier in this chapter), Þvey
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found that visible minority children in his sample had no probì-em with

correct self-identification as far as group membership was concerned.

Preference test results showed that visible nr-inority children in the

sample recognized that white children held the Ílcst favoured position

I'in the social pecking order" (Davey, 1983 :99 ) . AII drildren, signif i-

cantly, preferred their o\,¡n group. But, while v¡hite child¡en were Í!f,re

exclusive in their preference for whites r both tr\iest Indian and Asian

child.ren included whit,e children in their pref erence assigrnments, that

is, they v¡ere less exclusive in their choice of preferred playmates.

Yet, children of both visible minorities did not include members of each

otherrs groups in their preference assigrrments. It would appear, there-

forer that v¡hite children in this sample v¡ere more ethnocentric than the

children of either of the te¡o visible minority groups (Davey,

1983: 117-119) .

In the matter of stereoLypes, aII chil"d¡en assigned favourable

stereot.ypes to their orvn group. White drildren were rruf,re inclined t

see their ovrn group in a favourable light, excfusively. The children of

the two visible minorities in the sample "described whites and their own

group in complimenLary terms, but were reciprocally derogatory to each

other" (Davey, 1983:121)" In all tests white children vrere sigmifi-

cantly more ethnocentric than minority group chil-dren, wtrile the chil-

dren of both minority groups tended "to favour the white group aÈ the

expense of each other" (Daveyr 1983:130). Finally, Davey (1983:118)

found. Èhat¡

DespiÈe a few minor variations, neither the sex or
age of the children, the ethnic composition of the
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schools or their location in the north or the sourih
of the country significantly change(d) the overall
rank order for any of the three groups.

In summary, although all children recognized that being white was

more socially desirable than being a member of a visible minority, all-

children were ethnocentric. white children were inclined to be more

ethnocentric than the others. No children had problems with correct

self-identification. Children of both visible minority groups r¡¡ere more

positively incl-ined toward white children than they were toward each

other. In the rnatters of self-identification, preference assignment and

in stereotyping, Davey (1983:173) found that the children made "exten-

sive use of ethnic distinctions in their atternpts to structure the

social world and to understand their place in it',.

The indications from this study and those discussed earlier in this

chapter are that children make social differentiations on the basis of

visible criteria such as skin colour from a young age, and that their

attitudes toward outgroups refl-ect the stereotypes prevailing in the

society of which they are a part" The ethnocentrism and rank ordering

of groups disprayed by the children in Daveyrs (19g3) sample seem to

ref]ect the competitive tensions among the groups in their society.

The foregoing studies appear to support the notion that social

structure, symbolic interaction, and cognitive development, in cornbina-

tion, encourage the growth and persistence of ethnic conflict in plural

societies" The research findings suggest that rel-iance on customary
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rules of differentiation and evaluation of ethnic aroups is tied to the

first two levels of social cognition; i.e.r egocentrism and ethnocen-

trism" Research also indicates that ethnocentric cognition emerges at

the preadolescent stage (Shantz, 1975), but that this n¡cde of perception

continues to influence attitudes and. behaviour in ad.olescents and some

proportion of ad.ults (Flavell | 1963,. E1kj-nd , 1967; Ibhlberg; Se1man; in

l'Iuus, 1994) " The research data also indicates that youngsters at both

the egocentric and ethnocent,ric stage of cognition are significantly

influenced in their evaluations of own and outgroups by prevailing

socj-al norms and mentors, especially their ¡nrents.

4.4 CANADIAN DATA

In a study of ethnocentrism anong grade five to grade thirteen stu-

dents Kalin (1979) dj.scovered that this type of centrism appeared to

decrease with grade l-evel, while sociocentrism increased accordingly"

He also noted that children were ÍÞre open than adults to Èhe official

multicultural ideology promulgated in 1971 by the federal pvernment.

Taylor eÈ al. (1971) researched the ouÈgroup attitudes among sample

populations of ad.ults in Ivlontreal , Klngston, and Edmonton. Their

findings supported Loudenrs (1981) conclusion that self-esteem and own

group pride are conducive to the development of positive outgroup

evaluations. This study also revealed that cultural insecurity was evi-

dent among less ed.ucated resident.s of Kingston, Grtario as well as among

well- educated Francophone Montrealers and similarly educated, ethnically
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diverse, Ed.montonians. Since this was at the beginnj-ng of a period of

national re-orientation on ethnic and linguistic issues r it would seem

that Canadians from al-l walks of life were sensitive to the political

and economi-c implications of bilingualism and mulÈiculturalism. These

sentiments are still heard. across the country despite official proclama-

tions and instrumental policies over the ¡nst decade and a half (e"9.'

Manitoba Lang'uages Debate, 1984; Saskatchewan Bilingualism Pol-icy, 19BB;

Quebec: BiIl- 101, pending; Alberta Languages Bill, pending). O¡re would

assume, therefore, that the cultural insecurity noted by Taylor et al-.r

still colours Canadian perceptions of each other.

In 1982, Kehoe analyzed the responses of 700 grade five students

with regard to maÈters of ethnocentrism, self-esteem, and. attitudes

toward. sultural diversity in Canada. Once again Loudenrs findings were

corroborated. The higher the sub j ect I s self -esteem, the nrcre accoÍrìmo-

daLing the ouÈgroup attitude and tJ e greaÈer the apprecj-ation of sul-

tural diversity.

In 1981, Driedger and Mezoff published findings of a 1971 sÈudy

which had looked at perceptions of ethnic conflict and tension anong

lVinnipeg high school students. The results of this sÈudy showed ttrat

although reports of outright discrimination were low, some students were

j-nclined t-o negatively stereotype other ethnic aroups in general, and

some ethnic aroups in particular. f'urther, Jewish and ltalian students

reported being the targets of ethnic derogation. visible minorities

were not included in this sample because their numbers, at that Èime,
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were small.

Ten years later, at the time of the Hryniuk et al. (1992) study,

the visible n¡-inority ¡rcpulation in !{innipeg had increased substantially"

This study involved a sample of 520 junior high school students in the

city. A nu¡nber of the findings are pertinent to this discussion.

First, there seemed t¡ be a general consensus among the students that

their ethnicity \.¡as congruent to Canadian identity. In addition stu-

dents had comparably positive evaluations of their own Soup, and of

outgroups. This was interpreted by the authors of the study as an

indication of a general acceptance of the multicultural ideology.

However, although outgroup and ingroup evaluations were generally

positive across Lhe board., there \¡rere some variations v¡hich are relevant

to this study. Most positive in self-esteem rÀ¡ere the British and the

French studenÈs. Outgroup evaluations of these two ethnic aroups

differed in that the French were perceived in slightly less ¡nsitive

terms than they perceived themselves, and somewhat less favourably than

the British were perceived" fLrese findings support the evid.ence of many

of the studies mentioned earlier, thaL a healt.hy self-esteem and

positive attitudes about oners own group seem to be coupled with

favourable attitudes toward sultural diversJ-ty. However, despite this

atmosphere of amicability, there \¡tas a sour note . l4embers of visible

minorities, including Canadian Indians were viewed less favourabl-y than

other ethnic groups, and their own group sel-f -evaluations were some\¡¡hat

less ¡nsiÈive than the same kind.s of evaluations within other groups.

The authors \¡¡ere led to conclude thaÈ negati-ve sentiments seemed to have
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increased toward certain elements j-n the ethnic spectrum in Idinnipeg"

In 1985, Clifton and Perry used the find.ings of the Hryniuk et aI.

study and the earlier Ðriedger and Itfezoff study for comparative ana-

lysis " Threir findings ind.icated that the difference in the rise of eth-

nic prejudice from 1971 Eo 1981 appeared to be a function of a general

increase of ethnocentrism in this city, rather than to the difference in

age between the high school and junior high school students. They also

noted that favoured target groups \rere visible minorities, Jews and

Russians.

Finally, the findings of the 1981 study were used again in 1986, by

Clifton et aI., to assess the relationship (if any) between teachersl

prejudgments of studentsr abilities and ethnic identity or gender. It

s¡as found that social stereotypes, both ethnic and gender based

influenced teachersr expectations of student performance. ¡\mong the

ethnic giroups to be negatively stereotyped were Frenchr Canadian Indian

and PorÈuguese studenÈs. The results of these Canadian invesLigat.ions

support the findings of international studies mentioned earlier in this

text. Of particular interest in the Canadian context is the evidence

pointing to the presence of ethnocentrism and. racism in inter-group

perceptions among young and not-so-young Canadians, despiÈe official

decrees and claims to the contrary" At the same time, the multicultural

id.eology seems to have been an active agent in encouraging acceptance of

d.iverse groups in the cultural milieu and. in influencing positive

ingroup evaluations" Al-1 this bonhommie seems Èo hit an invisible wa1l,
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however, when iL comes

visible nui-norities.

to changing the traditional attitudes toward

4"5 PARENTING

ft should be evident by nor¡I, that children do not concoct ethnic

attitudes on their o\¡/n. Their perceptions and evaluations of or,¡n and

ot,her gD.oups are tremend.ously inf luenced by t,he j-r social environment.

Most notable in this environment are the ¡nrents, who until children

reach a cognitive level which allows them to doubt, assess and interpret

for themselves, serve as the primary sources of wisdomr grridance and

security. Such abstractions as social norms, values, political rela-

tions and nuoral alternatives are introduced to the dìitd by the parents

first, and later, in places outside the home. The important question

here is whether child.ren Iearn social attitudes as a consequence of

parental style of discipline, direct instruction by the ¡nrentsr or

through all the subtle and overt cues about social relations parents

transmit to children in the course of generally minding them.

Although much has been written on the subject of socialization,

Alfred Daveyrs (1982) study seems to relate better than others to this

discussion, on this and other issues. From his perspect.ive, although

parents are primary socializers in a childrs life, they are not the only

source of i-:nnportant socialization for the youngster " Once the child's

world expands to include the playground and school, in vùratever form,
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the importance of ¡rarents in the socialization process diminishes some-

what. It should be noted here, that many of our children begin nursery

school around the age of three. Therefore, they are exposed to multj_ple

social influences from a early age. Television is yet another source of

influence on the childrs development. Even sor the ¡nrents in the

childrs world represent a steady beacon, and therefore, probabry stilr

remain influential despite the competitj-on"

Much of ¡rast research in the field of ethnic relations on the issue

of parental influence has held that children who are ethnocentric have

parenÈs who are strictr domineering, and. harsh when it comes tÐ dis-

pensing ðisciprine (Adorno et â1., 1950). such types of parents are

described in the U-terature as authoritarian. It has been held for some

time now, that authori-t,arian parents tend to raise children who develop

ethnocentric, frustrated personalities. such children, in turnr mây go

out looking for scapegoats on whom they might vent their frustrations.

In due course, these children grow up to be adult authoritarians with,

for exampre, rigid views on the proper placement of various groups with

the social hierarchy. Iheir narrow views on who belongs v¡trere and why

cause them to treat their offspring as they were treaÈed, and the cycle

repeats itself" Thus, according tÐ this view, prural societies are

saddled hrith new ethnocentrics or racists in each generation. I¡lhether

this theory sufficiently expl-ains the roots of ethnocentrism still

remains a matter of debate. Even Frenkel-Brunswick (1953:135), a

notable advocate and researcher of this theory, observed that not only

psychological, but sociological and economic inftuences need Lo be taken
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into account in the study of ethnocentrisrn.

lvlore germane to this discussion, as the preceding chapters have

i-ndicated, is the notion that the individual is sarayed toward certain

attj-tudes and opinions about various social groups by assimilating the

prevailing belief system of society. A childrs primary source of such

information is the ¡nrents, who transmit social norms to the child in

the course of daily interaction. Children, on their parL, assimilate

the views of their ¡nrents without necessarily being av¡are that they are

doj-ng so, and without much formal instruction on the matter. In other

words, ethnocentrism is part of the general social learning process

which begins in the home. Within the home children are exposed Èo par-

ticular patterns of socj-al d.ifferentiation and evaluation, which includ.e

social stereotypes. This generally ad hoc information provides young-

sters with their first set of behavioural repertoires for situations of

inter-ethnic contact" Davey ( 1983:147-148) observes that:

...even in the absence of deliberate attempts to
inculcate in chj-ldren a particular ¡rcint of view,
...childrenrs attj-tudes towards ruinority groups wiII
be fashioned indirectJ-y through the kind of social
education in human relationships províded by ¡nren-
tal example, and the beliefs and sentiments implicit
in their reactions to various cul-tural differences.

This ]srowledge does not preclude the possibility for change in a childrs

interpretation of experience" What this approach suggests is that the

beginning of social cognition is stimulated by ¡nrental example, and

that this exampl-e is ÍÞst. influenÈial until the child begins to think

for itself" Prior to that achievement, parental attitudes, advice¡ and

behaviour in the face of ethnic problems will be rost important in the
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development of social cognition " Since the data ind.icates that chíLdren

don't begin to rnove into formal operational thinking untit early ado-

lescence, as a rule, it would seem that the elementary grades include

child.ren who would generally rely on their parents as role rncdels in the

matter of or¡ln group evaluation, outgroup evaluatj-on, and in the ÍEtter

of resolving problems of ethnic conflict, such as ethnic name-calling.

Davey's (1983) study, as noted. earlier oilr aIso sought interviews

with parents on issues related to ethnic relations and Èheir children.

Among the various matters parents were asked to ôiscuss, were gueries

about how they would respond in the event their children were involved

in incid.ents that smacked of racism. The parents were presented w:i-Lh

three types of incidents, and were askeil to describe ud:at they would do

in the event of each circumstance. The three situations v¡ere:

a ) The child of the parent refuses tÐ sit beside a
child from a different eÈhnic group in class.
What should the teacher do in such a situation, as
far as the parent is concerned.

b ) The child comes home and reports being taunted
with ethnic slurs. How would the parent deal with
this problem?

c ) The parent learns that his,/her child has been
taunting others wiÈh ethnic slurs. What action
would. the parent take in such a circumstance.

Through these questions, Davey and his team v¡ere hoping to (1983:157):

...learn how much support parents were likely to
give a teacher confronting d.iscriminatory behaviour,
and how Èhey might use the incidents to impart some
und.erstanding of intergroup relations.

On the matter of the classroom i-ncident, the white parents were
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slightly divided, in that those living in the tno contact' area expected

the teacher to take firm, insistent actlon in such a case " Those white

parents living in the two contact areas felt that the teacher should use

persuasion rather than calling for immediate compliance" Asian Parents

in the high contact area vrere similar to the v¡hite parents in the tno

contactt area, in that they fett that the teacher should take firm

charge of the situation, while those Asian parents living in the nredium

contact area were not sure about this, and felt that it was up to the

teacherrs discretion how the situation should be handled. The west

Indian parents were the nücst unanimous of all three ethnic aroups in

their opinion that the classroom incident should be handled quickly and

unequivocal-ly by the teacher.

With regard to their children's reports of experiencing ethnic

name-calling, white parents would counsel their children to ígnore this;

Asian parents would not encourage their children to reciprocater but

would. investigate the incident in some vray" The West Indian parents

were divided on this issue. Half would instruct their children to

i-gnore such incidents, vtrile the other half would instruct their chil-

d.ren to retaliate in kind. In the situation qùtere their own children

were doing the name-calling, aIJ- parents would reproach their chÍIdren.

Twenty-five percent of the Asian parents also said that they would

punish their children in some way for such behaviour.

These three questions were only a part of the ¡nrental interview in

this stud.y. Overall, Davey and his team found that ¡nrents across the
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board èisapproved of d-iscriminatory behaviour and attitudes in their

children and were aware that they were responsible for provid.ing some

kind of guidance to their children on rnatters of inter-group relations.

Howeverr Davey not.ed that across a.J.l groups ¡nrents were handicapped in

their skills and ]mowledge of how to go about Lhis kind of instruction,

and he also noted that they were a\^rare of their shortcomings in this

area " l,lany parents looked t-o the school t make up for their short-

comings in this area of learning, and wl¡en faced. with questions about

inter-ethnic matters, would instruct their children to read a book about

it or find out at school. The majority of parent,s supported the notion

that schools should offer more instruction on multicultural issues.

Thusr although parents discouraged ethnocentric behaviour and. att,itudes

in their child.ren, many parents admitted to not knowing enough about

ethnic issues to feel confident in discussing and guiding their chitdren

in these matters.

4.6 SUMÌ"Lê,RY

In conclusj-on, ind.ividuals are compelled to make sense of their

worl-d by categorj-zing all phenomena in the environment on the basis of

the classification system of the culture in which they are brought, up.

categorization is a normar and necessary human activity" Names for

things, events, and people, either as individuals or as groups are part

of this sultural classification scheme. Such terms accumulate conno-

tations as a consequence of social history, and noÈ all of these
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connotations leave a favourable image in the minds of individuals"

Ethnic group names, for exampler cêrl, for a wide range of reasons

acquire negative connotations " The bias of such terms informs the indÍ-

vidual with regard to appropriate attj-tude and action, toward, for

example, a derogated ethnic group. The derogaÈory terms, also inform

the members of the referent ethnic groupr how others perceive them and

how they are appraised in the society. T'hus terms of ethnic derogation

have reciprocal effects on users and. targets in the society. Howevert

central to the linguistic and social aspect of inter-personal relations

is the matter of cognitive development. Although, theoretically at

least, it seems that we all can eventually achieve a higher order of

reasoning, which would cause us to become d.isinclined to rely on gross

generalizations or to take stereotypes at their face value, it appears

that rnost child.ren¡ rnân! adoLescents and some proportion of adults func-

tion on the basis of stcre narrow mind.ed and. facile reasoning strategies

when it comes to generalizations and social sÈereotypes. Furt.hermoret

at this level of reasoning, criteria of identification and ùifferentj-a-

tion are most commonly concrete, such as skin colour, quality of

clothingr quality of housing, etc. Researchers have dubbed the less

mature social perspectives, respecÈively, as egocentrism and ethnocen-

trism. Thrus, from the view of social cognition, it is not only what is

alread.y floatj-ng around in the sultural environment in terms of social

stereotypes that causes individuals to behave in ethnocentric, or racist

ways, but it is that in combination with individual level of cognitive

development lvlÌich causes people Èo discriminate on the basis of group

membership. Howeverr the social cognition model of cognitive
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development is optinnistic in that it holds that the individual can be

stimulated Èo move beyond ethnocentric thinking by challenges which

arise in the social environment"

A review of the research on childrenrs views on ethnicity indj-cates

that children can become ar¡¡are of ethnic differences at a very early age

and that this a\,rareness is generally a consequence of v¡trat they hear,

see, and observe in the attitudes and behaviours of the mentors in

their world, including parents, regardless v¡hether there is any attempt

at formal instructj-on on these matters or noL, or perhaps despite formal

instruction" From the Davey report we learned. that although parents do

not want their chÍldren to hold or to act on the basis of negative

outgroup attitudes, they are generally at a loss as to how to best æ

about teaching intergroup u¡rderstanding in their young charges.

WiÈh regard to the problem of ethnic name-calling, the parents

interviewed in Daveyrs study indicated that they would either tell thei-r

chil-dren to ignore the incidenti to reciprocate in )cind or retaliate; or

they would proceed with some sort of investigatJ-on into the reported

incident. The aim of this study was to re-examine this issue of

responses to ethnophaulism by interviewing parents"

It should. be mentioned here that Davey¡s study differs from this

inquj-ry in unny important ways. This is a qualitative study, whereas

his was quantitative. The sample in this study consisted of thirty-nine

informants, wi-th reference made by parents to a total of fifty-three
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children" In Daveyrs research the sample consisted of five hund.red and

twenty-three parents, and included five hundred and forty-four children,

all of whom were directly involved in the study. Ir¡ith regard to the

types of questions asked, in this inquiry parents were asked to describe

and explain v¡trat they did when their children complained about being a

target of ethnic name-ca}ling" In Daveyrs survey of prejudice in Great

Britain¡ parents were asked, among other things, what they would say if

their child reported being calted names by a child of a different skin

colour to their own (Davey, 1993:190). In Daveyrs study, therefore, the

parents were asked to comment on an hypotheticat situation, raÈri1e in

thÍs inguiry, parents v¡ere asked to report the measures they had

actually taken in connection with their childts report of a name-calling

incident. Given these dissimilarities, the two studies cannot be

compared at all points. But, differences notwithstanding, Daveyrs

findings in the area of parent.al responses to ethnic name-calling pro-

vide a useful standard for assessing the results of this inquiry.
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Chapter V

METHODOLOGY

Since so litt1e is known at present about responses to ethnic dero-

gation, this study has been, necessaríLyt an exploratory one. Given the

exploratory nature of the inquiry, and given the intrinsically synrbolic

and interactive nature of ethnic name-callingr the qualitative research

method was chosen as being most appropriate for this study. From the

beginning of research this inquiry has been guided by the qualitative

research method known as "grounded theory" (Glaser and Strauss , 1967,

1970).

Qualì-tative research is intimately linked with notions of symbolic

interactionism which hold that social reality is constructed through the

singular style of human communication via which social objects are

def ined and represented by symbols or words. As a conseqì.lence , human

beings interact on Lhe basis of the meanings which they hold in conmon

in the language of a culture. One important tenet of qualitatJ-ve

research holds that to truly know and undersÈand. what people do and why

they do it, the social scientist must take into account what the actors,

themselves, have to say on the subject of inquiry based on their owrr

experiences and comprehensions. The goal of qualit.ative research is not

necessarily to prove theory, as much as it is to enhance our r:nder-

standing and awareness of social phenomena by discovering patterns
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of social behaviour. The findings of such research are presented

through ideographic accounts of the data which are faithful to the

meaning system of their sources. In Èhis process, the researcher func-

tions as a conduit through which information on a ¡nrticular topic is

channeled by informants at one end., and from which such information

emerges in an integrated form aÈ the other, as a report, for example,

presenting the findings of a particular study.

In addition to stressing syrnbolic interaction, qualitative research

emphasizes culÈural and historic context, holism and subjectivj-ty.

These are held to be important and inseparable features of any ind.epth

study of human social phenomena, such as ethnophaulism. To this end,

data j-s collected from an eclectic range of sources, for it is assumed

that the broader the range, the better the data base. By taking into

account the findings and interpretat,ions of the subject of inquiry from

interdisciplinary sources, the researcher acquires an holistic perspec-

tive on a given problem, and the validity of any generalizations which

may emerge from the study is enhanc.ed because they will be gnounded im

empi-rical realj-ty as well as being bolsÈered by the knowledge accumu-

lated on the rnatter in a number of ðisciplines " This approach to data

collection has been described in the literature as theoretical sampling

( Glaser and. St.rauss, 196'7 , 1970) .

Once a researcher embarks on d.ata coll-ection, whether this be

review of relevant literature or actual fieldwork, the inguiry has

begun. From this perspective, therefore, the data base for this
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part.icular study began to develop with the review and analysis of pub-

lished materials on ethnophaulism, stereotypy, symbolic interaction'

social- cognition, prejudice and discrimination among children, and the

history of ethnj-c relations in Canada. This informatj-on, in turn, di-

rected the fieldwork i-n such matters as choosing the target ¡rcpulation,

deciding on sampling procedure, devising the interview scheduler and de-

termining interview procedures. Hence, the fieldwork asPect of this

inquiry represents only one of several sources of information in this

study. Ho!'rever, from t.he perspective of grounded theory, the empirical

data produced by the fieldwork can serve to affirm or to challenge the

findings of other scienÈific ventures on the same subject Irntter, and

should contribute to ttre enhancement of knowledge and. r:nderstanding of a

given social phenomenon" In factr the fieldwork in this inquiry both

confirms the views advanced on ethnophauli-sm by a number of social

scientists, and goes beyond the findings of Davey's (1983) research, as

will be shown in the next chapter.

The review of past and current ethnic relations in Canada indicated

that the nu¡st appropriate target ¡npulation for this inquiry would. be

the category "visible rn-inorities" which includes natives as well as

immigrants. The relevant literature on èiscrimination and prejudice

among children revealed that youngsters tend to begin identifying and

assessing others on the basis of easily discernible criteria such as

skin colour, accenLs, customary dress, and other tangible ind.icators of

ethnic identity from about the age of four and one-half years. This

implies that from about this age, children night likely begin to engage
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in or become the targets of ethnic derogation" It was assumed that

children up to, but not J-ncluding, the adol-escent level would be rnost

likely to report such experiences to their parents, or would be npst in-

clined to seek the advice or assistance of their parents in dealing with

ethnic name-calling. It was therefore decided that the phenomenal group

for this inquiry would be ¡nrents who identified themselves as being

members of a visible nuinority, whose children had reported experiencing

ethnic name-calling when in grade six or below.

A target figure of thirty to forty interviews had been seÈ as being

reasonable in terms of manageability and sufficient in terms of provid-

ing an acceptable data base for the fietdwork. If at aII possible, the

sample was to include an even representation of nuiddle and working class

families, or a fairly widespread range of resid.ential areas in the city

of !'Iinnipeg, the premise being that with a more inclusive representati-on

of socio economic Ievels, there would be a greater likelihood of dis-

covering a broad range of responses and attitudes toward ethnophaulism.

The sample \¡¡as reached using the snowballing technigue, vrhereby

informants put the researcher in touch with new informants. In addition

to using this method for creating the sample several other strategies

were used. On two occasions the researcher simpÌy walked into ethnic

social service agencies, described the research objectives, and asked

for assistance. In both instances group interviews v¡ere granted and

arranged" l'lembers of the Thesis Ad.visory Conmittee, and the

researcher I s relatives v¡ere another source of names of potential
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informants " The chairman of the municipal Race Rel-ations committee

provided a usefur list of contacts¡ sorne of whom, j-n their turn,

suggested names of potential j-nterviewees within their owrr ethnic

communities, or actually arranged interviews. The targeted quoÈa of

interviews rdas reached, therefore, through the co-operation and

assistance of many people.

Fierdwork commenced at the beginning of ;fune, 1989, and rr¡as com-

pleted during the last week of August, 1988. During this period there

\¡¡ere weeks durj-ng which no interviews took place ei-ther because of

severe weather conditions (heatwave), or because of the public rs

preoccupation and involvement with Folklorama, a city-wide ethnic

festival. About four weeks were lost due Èo these impediments, leaving

about eight weeks during which the desired number of interviews r4/as

completed

The list of potential informants whj-ch evolved during the course of

the field.work included one hundred and twenty-five names. As a rule,

three attempts were made to contact each nane on the list by telephone

over a span of two weeks. If there was no response after three tries,

the name was deleted from the list. Ninety-eight peopte were actualry

reached by this method. of this groupr thirty-five refused to grant an

interview. An additj-onal eleven peopJ-e, rrùro for various reasons could

not give an interview assisted by offering names of potentj-al infor-

mants " rn two cases , j-ndividuals v¡ere wilring to ¡nrticipat.e, but

it. \¡¡as not ¡rcssib1e to find a mutually convenient time for meeting"
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Thus, of the ninety-eJ-ght people actually contacted' fifty granted

lnterviews. Eleven intervj-ews were not i-ncluded in the final sample

because for a variety of reasons, they fell short of satisfying the aims

of this inquiry. Thus, for the purposes of data analysis, the final

sample consisted of thirty-nine informants.

Reasons for non-participation varied. Some people sinply did noÈ

have time for an interview even though they admitted that their children

had complained. about ethnic name-calling. Others l¡tere unable to assist

because their children had not complained to them about ethnic name-

calling, although they suspected their children rnight have had such ex-

periences. Stil} other parents, most of whom seemed to be in the upper

middle class claimed that their children had never experienced this pro-

blem because t.hey attended private schools. This claim was actually

disproved by a number of informants who èid grant interviews.

Certain ethnic aÉoups proved difficult to engage in the research.

Among the giroups characterj-zed by a large proportion of refugees, for

example, the researcher vras first informed that their children had never

experienced ethnic derogation. Later, members of Such groups pointed

out that even if their children had had such experiences, it would be

difficult to conduct interviews with parents because their English was

Iimited. the researcher suggested thaÈ some young person night be en-

gaged to serve as inÈerpreter, but this idea did not appeal Èo community

representatives. Finally, after some persistence, the researcher was

grranLed. interviews \trith carefully selected members of such communities.
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It was ¡rcinted out by such inf ormants that, as ref ugees, they r,¡ere so

grateful for the opportunity of settling in this country, that the last

thing they wanted to do was to engage j-n negative criticism of this

society" Several informants al-so pointed out thaÈ children of refugees

usually speak better English than their ¡nrents and that such parents

are often preoccupied. with the various practical and sultural problems

of adjusting to this socj-ety. In such circumstances chj-l-dren are often

expected to sort out their own problems, and are generally not

encouraged to complain about things like ethnic name-calling at home.

Às a result, such children often do not seek out their parents in these

matt.ers, leaving the ¡nrents to assume that the children are having no

problems of this sort.

Another state of affairs v¡hich nad.e it. difficult to engage infor-

mants from certain groups was Èhe practice of noonlighting where both

parents are occupied with holding down n¡cre than one job at a time. In

such situations, not only are the opportunities for communication be-

tween parents and child.ren more limited than they would be in families

where noonlighting i-s not a factor, but such ¡nrents also tend t-o have

less time t¡ spare for interviews. lrihere this was a tendency, Èhe

researcher succeeded in locating informants only through the assi-stance

of community leaders. In fact, it needs to be emphasized that nurny

individual members of the various ethnic aroups represented in this

study generously expended a great deal of time and effort toward. the

recruitment of informants.
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Most interviews took place at informants I homes v¡hich were located

all over the city. No ¡nrticular area of the city $¡as notably over

represented in the sample " Informants resided in al-I four geographic

regi-ons of Winnipeg and there was representation from each of the muni-

cipal communities; i.e., Assiniboine Park-Fort carry; City Centre-Fort

Rouge; East Kild.onan-Transcona; Iþrd Selkirk-West Kildonan; St. Boniface

-St. Vital; and St" James-Assiniboia. Residential areas included long

estabU-shed. districts such as the Core Àrea and the North End, as well

as the very new, middle class areas in St. Vital, Fort Richmond., and the

Maples. Given this residential spread, one would. have to conclude that

the problem of ethnic name-calling in this city knows no class

boundaries, for informants \,¡ere more or less evenly ôistributed across

the city. As well as interviewing people in their homes, the researcher

held interviews in a variety of other settings such as et,hnic comrnunity

hall-s, informantst places of work, restaurants, and a hotel lobby. No

part.icular setting was significantly better or \,¡orse than any other as

far as quality of interviews was concerned.

Participants in the study varied in terms of age, educational back-

grounds, and occupations. Parental ages ranged from twenty-five to over

forty-five. With regard to educational backgrounds, the sample included

parents with high school or less through to parents wtro had either com-

pleted or \,rere in the process of completing post secondary technical

traj-ni-ng or advanced. university sÈud.ies. In the nat.ter of occupations,

parents represented the full range, from casual labour to highly skilled

professionals. Included in Èhe sample were people who were engaged in
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janitoriat and factory work, hairdressing, postal services, child care

work, office work, and various types and leve1s of social work. Among

informants v/ere highly skilled individuals engaged in the communications

and transportation industries, such as computer technicians and

mechanics connected with the production of automotive and aeronautical

equipment. Some informants were occupied in the fietd of education,

from elementary school to the university level. As welr. the sample

included workers and highly skilled professionals in the fields of

medicine and engineering. A few parents were retired; about a guarter

of the sanple were mothers who were not employed outside the horne; and a

smal-l- number of informants functioned as single parents. About half of

the sample reported a family income of less than forty thousand dollars

per annum.

The sample represents a fairly broad range of visible minorities

residing in this city. Ten informants identified themselves as Native

or Metis" Of these, half had grown up on Indian reserves and had moved

to the city as young adults" Twelve j-nformants identified themselves as

Black. rncluded in this group were people from the caribbean, Africa,

as well as fourth generation Black-Canadians. Seventeen informants,

vùere members of the Asian community. Among then were refugees,

immigrants, and fourth generation canadians. rn this category were

people of East rn<lian, including sikh descent, in addition to people of

Chinese, Filipino, Japanese, and Vj-etnamese origin.

of the thirty-nine interviews used in the sample, five sessions
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involved both parents. In the balance of interviews, either the nx¡ther

or the father served as the primary informant for the family. During

four sessions, the parents or ¡nrent chose to involve the children in

the interview. Whenever this happened the ctrj-ldren were quite informa-

tj-ve and add.ed much of value to the data base. fn al-l, nine children,

varying in age from nine to nineteen contributed to the ôiscussions.

Over all, the experiences of fifty-three children were reported by the

parents in this sample. On two occasions the interviews involved groups

of five t¡ nine parents who had been brought together for the occasion

by community leaders.

The first contact with a potential informant. was usually by tele-

phone. During thj-s initial conversation, the goals of the research were

explained, and the person was asked if they would be interested in

granting an interviev¡. In the case of interviews arranged by an ethnic

community leaderr the focus of inquiry was explained by such an indivi-

dual to the potent.ial informant. At this preliminary stage of the pro-

cess, Lhe interview approach was described; e.9., informal and unstruc-

tured as opposed to a rigid questionnaire formaÈ. Potential informants

were al.so advised that they would be asked t¡ respond to a few queries

of a demographic nature. The fact that empj-rical data on the topic of

inquiry was virtually nonexistentr and that the only experts on the mat-

ter, at present, appeared to be parents, \.¡as emphasized. Most of the

people contacted were quick to appreciate that their input ndght serve

toward the improvement of ethnic relations in and outside of the school

system, and were therefore quiÈe ready to assist the research in some
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way.

Usually about three days elapsed between the initial discussion and

the interview proper. At the beginning of each interview the goals of

the study were explained again. Íhus, aII participants \^¡ere fully avrare

of the research aims and. the subject of d-iscussion in advance of the

interview" This gave each person time to collect their thoughts and

memories on the subject of inquiry, as well as allowing ample oppor-

tunity for anyone to withdraw from the project should they so desire.

Informants were asked to sign a consent form indicating their

willingness to ¡nrticipate in the study, and were offered a summary of

the findings which would be sent ouÈ to them once the project was com-

pleted (Appendix C). The consent form included. a brief statement about

the research, assurance of complete anon¡rmity, and an acknowledgment of

the voluntary nature of informant ¡nrt,icipation. All ¡nrticipants en-

dorsed the consent form. In addition to those who ¡nrticipated in

interviews, a nunber of ethnj-c community leaders and individuals who

assisted in recruj-ting informants requested a sumrnary of the findings.

AIl participants were asked to respond to a short demographic question-

naire (Appendix B). I{ith the e<ception of one person who ctrose not to

reveal family income bracket, all respondents completed. the demographic

questionnaire in full.

The interview approach used \¡ras the informal , unstructured open-

ended style of the ethnographic interview. Thus, although the topic of
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discussion was pre-established, the organization of the "story" was left

to the informants. themselves. Following Spradley (1979), an interview

schedule had been prepared in advance to serve as a general guide for

the researcher, or for probing, if and when required (Appendix A)" The

interview schedule \,¡as not intended to be used, nor was it used as a

questionnaire. Íhis is in accordance \,rith Sprad.leyr s (1979:59) inter-

pretation of the ethnographic interview process as a friend.Iy conversa-

tion with an explicit purpose in vÈrich the informant is the expert. In

almost all cases, because they had been informed of the research Èopic

in advance, informants simply ernbarked on a detailed nrcnologue during

the interview, dealing with most of the areas of inquiry ouÈlined in the

interview schedule without having to be asked ôirect questions. Of the

set of queries in the interview scheduLer on€ or nrore of questions

twelve to fifteen, inclusive, had to be asked d.irectly (Appendix A).

These questions concerned the importance of ethnic name-calling on the

individual over the long term; the import.ance of ethnic name-calling as

a social problem; and the roots of ethnophaulism.

Interviews lasted from one to four hours, with u¡ost averaging a

little over an hour. Since ¡rore informants !¡ere involved at one sit-

tingr group interviews were rncre time consuming and slightly nrore formal

than individual interviews, because it was necessary to ensure that each

participant had an opportunity t-o comment on aJ-I areas of the discus-

sion. In generaL, there appeared to be no difference as far as v¡trat

people said or revealed in either the ind.ividual or gnroup settings.

They were generally quite frank and open in all interviews \^rith similar
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participants, interviews were a stimulating

all concerned.

At the outset of fieldworkr the tape recorder was taken along to

j-nterview sessions. However, it was dispensed with after the first few

interviews when it became apparent that informants were often uncomfor-

table with the id.ea of b'eing recorded. I^Iith the exception of group

interviews , v¡hich stere taped. r rnost of the individual inÈerviews were

recorded by note-taking. Each interview r¡¡as transcrj-bed immediately, or

as soon as possible, after the session. There was very little time lag

between an inÈerview session and the transcribing process "

types of observations and experiences being

From the perspective of the researcher, and

revealed in both settings "

judging by tire comments of

and enjoyable experience for

organj-zation of incoming data

goal of constant comparison is the

and patterns within the expanding

Information

form of content

gathered during the fieldwork 'llas unravelled through a

analysis described. by Glaser (1969) as "constant com-

is a form of data examination which involves continualparison". This

and systematic

throughout the

discernment of

data base.

differentiation and

research process. fhe

relationships, themes,

The first step in the analytic procedure began with Èhe breaking

down of a transcript into an inventory of separate ¡rcints of rel-evant or

noteworthy information. This was done j-mmediately aft.er the transcript

was completed. The inventory, the completed demographic questionnaire,
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and the transcript were then set aside for n¡cre indepth scrutj-ny after

the fieldviork was completed. At this stage, no ôì-rect attempt was made

Lo correlate the points isolated from one transcript with those of any

other in the data base. Ho\^rever, because this procedure occurred. in

tandem with the data gathering processr the researcher did begin to

not.ice related clusters of information both within and across inven-

torj-es during fieldwork. These perceived relationships were noted for

future reference, and rùere considered and evaluated during later stages

of the data analysis.

When the fieldwork was completed, each point noted in the inven-

tories v/as double checked in the transcripts to ascertain that j-nfor-

mants I lntended meanings had been accurateÌy represented and inter-

preted. This review often led to the expansion of transcript inven-

tories. Following this, each inventory was studied for areas of

semantic or conceptual overlap or similarity among the ¡nints abstracted

from a transcrj-pt. Thie same procedure v¡as next applied across aJ-I

inventories. Íhre result of this exercise \¡¡as a set of a-tagorias repre-

senÈing the fusion of related points in the inventories. This process

of comparison and differentiatj-on itras repeated several times, Ieading to

a reductj-on of the number, but an increase in the scope, of categories"

At each stage of content analysis, results v¡ere tabulated, so that at

the end of the process r the category titles in combination with Èhe

tabulations al-lowed for the energence of types of responses to ethno-

phaulism"
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Content analysi-s was also applied to the demographic information

supplied by informants. The results of this were interconnected or

crossed, at each stage, with those raj-sed from the transcript anal-ysis.

The object here was to òiscover whether any ¡nrticular types of condi-

tions \{ere connected with any particular types of responses to ethno-

phaulism. This correlation of the tv¡o types of data ru'de it possible

for any significant relationships existing within the entire data base

to rise to the surface.

The results of content analysis were then compared with, and

studied for thej-r relevance to the four questions q'uiding this inquiry:

types of responses ¡nrents recommended their
children make to ethnophaulism;

actj-ons, if any, Èaken by ¡nrents on behalf of
their children in such situati-ons;

interpretations of, or meaning attached to
ethnic name-calling by parentst

significance or import.ance of ethnophaulism on
individual development from the parental
perspective.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Chapter VI

THE FINDINGS

As indicated by the four guestions listed on the previous page, the

aims of this inquiry were twofold. One objective, explicated in the

f irst two questions, was to discover \.¡hat parents had actually done to

assist their children or to help them cope with the problem of ethnic

name-calling. The findings pertaining to this objective will be

presented in section two of this chapter. The other objective,

represented by Èhe last two questions in the aims, was to discover how

parents interpreted ethnophauli-sm, both in terms of its impact on the

developing ind.ividual, and in terms of its role or significance within

the context of our multicultural society. This chapter wiII begin w:ith

the presentation of findings concerni-ng the effect.s of ethnic derogation

on the individ.ual, and those findings concerning its social

significance, as interpreted by informants.

6.1 Ethnophaulisms and Parental Definitions

In this study, ethnophaulisms were defined as terms of degradat.ion

used at the informal, face-to-face level of social life to delimit and

downgrade the identity anil social location of individuals v¡ho belong to

discrete ethnic aroups within a plurality" According to EhrLich (1973),
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such terms can take one of several forms. such as group nicknames,

dJ-sparaging phrases, and figures of speech containj-ng negative allusions

to specific ethnic airoups. Although it was not an aim of this inquiry

to produce a lexicon of ethnic slurs used in our society, a number of

such terms \¡¡as mentioned by informants. Some derogatory terms reported

by parÈicipants in this study were: paki. niggerr chink. jap, stupid or

dirty Indian, squaw, the last of the l'lohicans, blackie, chocolate, fudgre

facer tar baby, brown skin, black ass, slit eyes, flat nose, and. black

whore. Other types of ethnophaulism included teasing about scalps,

mentioned by Native informants, and the intentional d.:istortion of given

names into j-rritating or offensive homonyms in Eng1ish. Some informants

stated that, in their view, ethnic jokes were included in this genre of

verbal discrimination. and were felt t¡ be equally as offensive as

eÈhnic nicknames and derogatory phrases.

Participants in this study often went into detail in describing the

incidents of ethnic derogation experienced by their children, and the

effects such situations had on the behaviour of their children. Fifty-

three chj-ldren were referred to during these discussions, and of these,

nine children actually contributed to the interviews. The vast majorj-ty

(forty-nine) of the children showed that they had felt hurt or

humiliated. ¡ilany cried, others became roody, irritable, or withdrawn.

Some children tried to avoid ping to school , or \./ere rsickr quite often

when the harassment v¡as going on, using this as an excuse for staying

away from school. In addition¡ somê child¡en became behaviour problems

both at home and at school while the problem persisted.
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Once something had been done to put an end to the verbal abuse they

v¡ere receiving from school mates, the pârents noticed that their child-

ren returned to their normal behaviour, as it had been before the trou-

ble started. When asked to describe how they had felt when they were

being teased like this, children stated:

- when they called me names, I felÈ confused and
felt like crying.

- when they keep bugging you U-ke that, it makes
you feel lower, worthless. You try to block it
out.

- I didnrt like my skin colour then, because they
\¡¡ere making fun of it. They were calling me
names. So I didrrrt l-ike it. I felt really bad,
and I didnrt like myself.

Over half (thirty-five) of the fifty-Èhree children ðiscussed by

informants d:id ask about the meaning of the words being used in the

name-calring, or sought advice on how to deal with the problem. The

rest of the chirdren tried to keep it from their parents, but displayed

signs of unusual behavj-our such as described earlier. Such behaviour

aroused parental suspicions, and usually after persistent probing, which

sometimes entailed the parent asking the child.'s sibling to do some

sleuthing, or the parent ping to the school, the child revealed the

source of its anxiety. On their part, child.ren were often unwilling to

report such probrems to their parents because they didnrt want the

parents to make a scene at schoolr ês a ten year old informant

explained:

We donrt like to teLl our parents about these things
because \¡¡e don|t want them starting anything. The
kids kept beating me up because I was different, but
I did:rtt te1l my parents. But one time I did teÌl
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my father, and he carne to do something. After that
the kids called me sissy" Stitl, I was gtad my Daci
found out about it then. But, after, whenever
sornething happened, I didn't teIJ_, because I didn't
want the kids to call me sissy.

Sometimes, children did not report the problem to their pa.rents because

they had been instructed not to fight, as an Asian informant explained:

When my son was in grade one, the kids were teasing
him and starting fights with him" I didntt know
this was going on for a while. Since I had taught
him not to fight, he didnrt tell us about this
because he thought we would be annoyed with him for
being involved in fights.

An informant in her late teens reveal-ed another reason why some children

might not report the problem to their parents:

When I was in junior high school, my parents werenrt
able to help me much with this problem. because \,se

were new in the country, and they were getting it
too. So I didntt tell them about it, and tried to
deal with it myself"

However, most of the children eventually did discuss the problem with

their parents 
"

Children had

gra<1es. HovTever,

reported incidents of ethnophaulism in all school

according to informants, such incidents seemed to be

most common in the early schoor years of pre-school and primary grades,

and then, at the junior high school_ Ievel. The following type of

incident was reported by several parents:

It started in kindergarten. Not long after the
school year began, my daughter started saying that
she didnrt want to go to school, but wouldnrt tell
us why. Finally, after a great deal of effort, I
managed to get out of her that some of the other
children were pushing her around and teasing her
every day. Some had also told her that her skin
colour was not as nice as the white skin colour. we
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also began receiving complaints about her behaviour
from her teacher. Ole day she locked herseLf in the
school \,¡ashroom and wouldnrt come out" She had been
getting this kind. of thing from the kids almost
daily at school, but she had never told anyone at
home. Her solution was to defy the teacher ¡ hide in
the washroom, or run away.

Another type of incident, variations of vùrich had occurred in several

school levels, is exemplified in this quotation:

Around the time she was in grade one, my daughter
came home one day and asked about her skin colour.
She had. been receivÍng bad notes in school from some
of the other kids. They told her Èhat if she didnrt
get out or go to another schoolr they would beat her
up. Tlrey also said things like "your food has germs
on it" and "I hate your skin colour". At about the
same time, a neighbourhood boy, about a year old.er
than her r called. her names like "paki" an'd tripped
her. She ran home crying. That boy hras from
another visible nr-inority.

l"lany Native parents reported that their children had been harassed

during recess and outside of school- hours by groups of child.ren circling

them, making Indian Pow !üow chanting imitations, and casting ethnic

s1urs. Such incidents hrere reported by children in all grade levels,

from kindergarten through junior high school.

But informants pointed out that ethnic name-calling did not only

occur in the playg,round.s or schools, not was it solely an ecperience of

childhood. A concerned mother related. the following experience:

When my son !,ras in grade three, we were living in an
apartment block. T\po brothers in the neighbourhood
started to pick on my son. They were older than he
was. Íhrey were calling him "paki" and chasing hirn.
They used to chase him right t-o our apartment, block,
so I became a\4rare of this problem. I reported this
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to the school principal, but it ôLdn't he1p. In
fact, these two boys started following me around
whenever they sa\./ Ír€ r and were calling me names .
This spread, and other kids began throwing snowball-s
at our apartment windows. This harassment \ras
constant, and continued for about three years.

The majority (thirty) of the parents said that ethnic derogation happens

everywhere. Informants described incidents which had occurred on city

buses, in retail outlets, restaurants, the street, and even at

communj-ty meetings. For example, a Native informant described one such

incident:

My friend and I decided to attend the annual general
meeting of the loca1 Home and School Association.
The first time we walked in, one of the parents
present said out loud, ttLook, \,/e rre even getting
them off the streeL now!"

Anot,her parent reported:

ïn my line of work, I used to have to use the city
buses quite a bit. In some areas of the city, for
exampler the North End. or the West End, or
St. James, people treated. me the same as everyone
else. But in some areas, like River Heights, for
example, things were guite òifferent. Sometimes
there would be this bunch of teenagers sitting at
the back of the bus, and. theyrd start calling out
things or saying things about niggers or black
whores or something like that. I just ignored them,
I would just siÈ there, and pretend I didnrt hear
them. A couple of times the bus driver, if he heard
it, would. stop the bus and tell them to behave or
get off the bus.

Several informants commented that among adolescenÈs, it was often a

group activity, as one teenage informant explained:

Name-calling provides a grroup, or a gang of kids
with enterLainment. l,Ihat theyrre doing is making
themsel-ves feel superior. Like in a Mall, if
theyrre not in a group, they are not likely to do it
but if theyrre in a group, thatrs when they call out
names.
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Accordj-ng to informants, Euro-Canadians were not the only

perpetrators of such deeds. Many ¡nrents and their chil-dren reported

having been harassed in this manner by members of other visible

minorities. Finally, there \¡Ias a consensus among the inf ormants that

ethnic name-calring could happen at any time in a personts l-ife, that it

did not end with childhood, and the knowledge that this vras so had its

effect on the individual psyche. as weII as colouring the individualrs

perception of society. One informant explained:

The long-term effect results from the fact that you
know it can crop up anyt.ime in your life. The
detrj-mental ¡nrt of it comes from the fact that it
continues to bother a person, that you remain sensi-
tive to it. The problem is, that if you don't
remain sens j-tive to it, if you let it ¡nss all the
time, or pretend to yourself that it hasnrt
happened, you lose some of your self-respecÈ. So
you have to continue being sensiti-ve to it if you
want to hang on to your self-respect. Irm fifty-
five years old, and it would bother me at my age.
ft is still not something that I find acceptable.
It can also nurture hate if you allow iÈ to become
too irnportant, if you brood over it, for example.
That can be destructi-ve.

Although about a third of the sample indicated Èhat for themselves

and their children, ethnic derogation sras not an importanÈ problem, the

vast majority (thirty-eight) of the informants agreed that incidents of

eLhnic name-calling had the ¡ntential for long-term negative effects on

individ.ual self -esteem" A Filipino ¡nrent, i-n &iscussing the long-term

effects of ethnophaulism said:

I think the long-term effect is there, because no
matter where you gor or what you do, itts still
there in your mind. Like myself, I experienced
those Lhings when I was young. Now, that Irm
getting to middle age, I still experience those same
things. And I still have in my ¡uind what I
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experienced before. And every time f hear something
Iike that or someone calling me names, I am haunted
in my mind by those experiences when I \,ras young.

Commenting on the effects of ethnic derogation, a Native parent

revealed:

hlelI¡ it had a long-term effect on rnê. I had
experiences with discrimination and verbal abuse in
school. It was everything from being called "stupid
Indian", to learning that ¡:eopIe thought \¡¡e were no
good. Then there was the problem of being }4etis -
neither white, nor French, nor Indian. So I had an
identity problem. A1] this g@ve me a lot of trouble
and confusion for many years.

An Asian parent stated:

Ethnj-c name-calling always bothers a person, because
you feel humiliated. Itrs also important. Íhe same
is true for ethnic jokes, they also hurt. They
cause interna1 pressure, and a person who gets a lot
of this might eventually react violenÈly. I donrt
think anybody should be subjected to this. Every-
bod.y has the right to live with some grace.

l"lany inf ormants stated that this negative ef f ect v¡as mcre likely

when such incidents were frequent, and when the individual, particularly

a child, had no social support networki i.e.¡ stable access to people

with whom to socialize and discuss problems. The majority (thirty-one)

of parents in the sample stressed that chj-ldren shoutd be encouraged to

talk about incidents of eÈhnic name-call-ing with siblings, friends, and

parents" Informants also mentioned that it was important for these

children to feel that they could tell their parents about such incidents

and that their parents

does not have anyone

name-caIIing woul-d most IikeIy

sapping the child;s self-esLeem.

would listen" Parents agreed Èhat when a child

to share this kind of problem with, ethnic

succeed in its inÈended purpose of

Furthermore, such informants believed
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that the best countermeasure to ethnic name-calling v¡as continual

nurÈurance of the childts self-esteem by the ¡nrents" An Asian parent

observed that:

When chÍldren experience ethnic name-calling they
gro\,¡ up with a feeling of insecurity with regard to
their place in society. It will remain in their
memory and will lower their self-esteem to some
extent. But I t.ry to counteract this by telling
them my own stories of e><periences as a young Íìan,
and. how I and my friends handled it, to show that we

wouldnrt let these things get us down. I emphasize
the importance of self-respect.

In factr many informants were of the opinion that the impact of

ethnic name-calli-ng on the j-ndividual would be greaù if the incident was

not discussed with someone, immediately or soon after the event- An

Asian informant, who had. acted as interpreter for an immigrant teenager

who had been the victim of persistent ethnic derogation describes v¡hat

can happen when a child has no one to ôiscuss this problem with:

At school the other klds called him names. He told
me that he didn't respond to them, that he kept it
atl inside. This went on continuously for guite
some time" A1sor he t¡ld me that his Parents were
working all the time" His l4rm works two jobs, and
his father also works nights and days. When he goes
to school-, there I s nobody home, and v¡hen he comes
home from school, therets nobody home, and. he has
nobody to eat w-ith, nobod.y to talk with. When he
wants to go to our church, therers nobody to take
him. So this harassmenÈ by the kids at school, and
having nobody Èo talk w-ith at home pushed him to a
point wtrere he went "Bang" ! He lost control at
school, started prrnching people around the school,
apparently for no reason. As a consequence, he
ended up being sent to the psychiatric ward. at the
hospital. He had nobody to talk to at a1l, and al.l
this builÈ up inside him.
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informant from the Black communj-ty observed:

The kids who are called names Ìike this, well, their
parents should spend time listening to them, really
talking with them, building up thej-r self-esteem,
their self-image. The trouble with a lot of these
kids who are experiencing this problem, is that
thei-r parents don't have time to spend with the kids
when they need them. Theyrre often working two or
three jobs at a time, and the kids have no one to
discuss it with. So the kids become bitter ' angry,
therers no one to boost their €9o, and so they
become a soci-al or behaviour problem.

An East Indian parent al-so emphasized. the importance of social supports

in dealing with this problem at the individual level:

The problem with ethnic name-calling is that it can
Iead to an inferiority complex if the person is not
helped to deal wi-th the experj-ences eiÈher by
parents or friends. The young person can become
withdrawn, and nright even turn against his or her
parents because of their ethnic backgrround..

Parents did tend to agree, however, that ethnic name-calling was

not important i-f it was a rare occurrence. In the view of the majority

of informants ethnic derogation could eventually have a powerful,

negative impact on the individual if it had

irnmediately, when it occurred in childhood; if it

it involved violence.

not been resolved

was ¡:ersistentr or i-f

There was no consensus about the age in drildhood when such an

incident or incidents nlight be felt rpre strongly" Some parents pointed.

out that this would depend on the sensitivity of the individual child,

so that there would. be variations at any age. As one parent put it:

Itfs important because it occurs when childrenrs
perceptions of society are being formed. It can
have long-term social and psychological effects "

How greaL an impact thj-s kind of thing will have on
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the individual depends on how delicate and fragile
the personality of the child is. It can have a
devastating effect on the personaLity of some
people.

As well as having the potential to undermine self-esteem, slightly

over half (twenty) of the informants pointed out that ethnic

name-calling can cause an individual to experience feelings of long-term

alienation, and could contribute to generating or perpetuating

intergroup social tensions " One parent stated that:

There can be long-term consequences from this kind
of experience in childhood, such as an j-ncrease in
racial- tenslons, because it hadnrÈ been resolved
peacefully at school, when it happened.

A middle-aged parent, whose family has been in Canada for several

generations described Lhe effects of ethnic derogation on himself:

lrlhen I was growing up, I experienced it a nuÍiber of
times. I felt alienated. I didn't feel as if I
belonged. to Canada. I think there is some
sensitivity still in rrer as far as prejudice is
concerned" Although, because the situation for my
ethnic group has improved, I no longer feel
alienated.

The majority of parents (twenty-seven) mentioned that ethnophaulism

is always hurtful or annoying, and that one does not become indifferent

to it with age. Less than a quarter (nine) of the informants stated

that j¡r the long termr sensitivj-ty Èo ethnic slurs would depend on the

ind.ividual. It was suggested that peopl-e with very æod self-esteem,

and those who are "thick-skinned" would not be bothered by

ethnophaulism. A Black parent, in his sixties, offered this

perspective:

good self-esteem,If you have
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positively about yourself, then chances are that
your meetings with prejudj-ce or discrimination, such
as name-calling will be nr-inimized " That I s because
you donrt take on their definition of you" If you
have good self-esteem, you can walk down a street,
and every person on that street could call you
"nig'ger", and it wouldn't bother you"..yourd Likely
turn around, look at those people, and say something
like, "Donrt you people have something better to
do?"

IrThen it came to explaining the presence and persistence of

ethnophaulism in society, informants proposed a variety of reasons'

which converged at three levels of abstraction: t,he socio-historic

Ievel; the social psychological level; and the psychological level-.

In terms of the socio-historic context, informants felt that

Canadians were nrotivated to target certain ethnic aroups for such verbal

abuse either because of xenophobia, racism, and the influence of

negative social stereotypes t or because of perceptions of political or

economic competition. Informants explained that political competi-tion,

such as a desire to deny visible ruinorities equal status in this

country; the desire to put down, repress, and inferiorize certain ethnic

groups, the desire to control and dominate various groups within the

plurality, the desire to assert own group superiority and elite status

by maintaining socj-al distance from and tension among the various ethnic

groups lay at the root of ethnophaulism. One informant used this

perspective to explain that those who use ethnic slurs do it:

To let you know that you donrt belong in this
country, that itrs for white people onJ-y. Maybe
they think theyrre superior; that we donrt have the
same status as them, and that we donrt have the
right to equaI status - that theyrre the elite"
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A native informant offered this explanation:

The goal of people who do ethnic name-calling and
engage in other types of ðiscrimination is to
disempower the Natives by trying to prove that they
themselves are beÈter than the Natives. They are
trying to make themselves feel better by
dì-sempowerj-ng another person or group.

This observation was made by a teenage informant:

I{elI, ethnic name-calling comes out of a ¡pack rat
mentality¡ " If you want to be ¡nrt of a group you
have to do certain things, and I guess one of the
things people end up doing is calling other peopte
names, to show that they belong to a group and you
are on the outside. It shows you fit into the group
you want to fit in.

Finally, on the ¡rclitical roots of ethnophaulism, a Black informant made

this statement:

People do it to shovr some superiority, or to
maintain distance, conflict or tension. This makes
a lot of people feel good, builds up their ego.
Itrs basically one-upmanship. They make themselves
feel n¡¡re important by rnaking the other person feel
lower

Itlany informants al-so believed Èhat economic competit.ion r.¡as at the

root of ethnophaulism" In their view, this grew out of insecurity and

the perception of threat and competition from visible nr-inorities among

those in the lower socio-economic levels of our society. Such people,

especially Euro-Canadians, envious at the rnaterial successes of people

from visible minorities, would therefore be inclined to scapegoat people

of non-European origins in this manner" One informant expressed it in

this way:

I think you find name-calling more in lower
socio-economic aroups. Thatrs a fact" There is a
burning jealousy that you have a nice house, job,
car - it makes ihem feel insecure.
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Another informant suggested that ethnj-c name-calling occurred for the

following reasons:

Maybe you figure we're taking away your jobs; maybe
you're not doing well, yourre depressed, unemployed,
so you take it out on someone else.

A large majority (thirty-one) of the informants attributed ethnophaulism

to the ¡nlitical and economic competition or tension existi-ng in our

stratified society.

fhe other socio-historic set of reasons used. to exprain the

persistence of ethnic name-calling in our society combined xenophobia,

racism, and the influence of prevailing negat.ive social stereotypes.

Informants felt that people used ethnic slurs to make newcomers leave

this country; to assert that this country j-s onry for whites; to make

certain people feer rike outcasts, aliens; because of prejudice, narro\¡¡

mindednessr intolerance; and because of racism. Informant.s also poinÈed

to i-ngrained social stereotypes, historic European attitudes toward

colonized peoples, negative media depictions of visible minorities, and

even multiculturalismrs emphasis on group differences as contributJ-ng to

the persistence of ethnophaurj-sm. over half (twenty-three) of the

informants felt that xenophobia, racism, and social stereotypes were

behind Èhe use of ethnic slurs in this country. As one informant put

ir:

People donft appreciate d.ifferences because they
havenrt been taught to accept differences. They
have learned stereotypes in school, and these are
ingrained in their minds. History books present
negative stereotypes of many gnoups ¡ ês does
television. Itts a symptom of racj-sm.
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Another informant offered this explanation f.or the persistence of

ethnophaulism:

Itts part of the colonial mentali-ty to do that - the
goal j-s to put people down, to dominate or control -
itrs part of the divide and conquer thing, where
they put you at the bottom of the hierarchy. To
make themselves feel good about themselves, people
find or nominate someone to be inferior. This is
part of the coloni-al systemrs power game. The
impact of this is most dramatic among colonized
peoples in the world.

A number of informants also felt that ethnj-c name-calling was a symptom

of unfamiliarity with certain groups and cultures, as an Asian informant

explained:

If something or someone looks different, then people
will call names to them. The message is that
theyrre not comfortable with the v¡ay the strangers
look or the way they live, and they dontt like to
see j-t. In factr sometimes, theyrre just wondering
what these strangers are doing here, an1¡way.

Social psychological explanations for ethnophaulism emphasized the

role of socialization in the development of negative attitudes in

children toward various ethnic aroups. Some informants believed that

children \¡¡ere inf luenced by their ¡nrents, either Èhrough formal-

instruction, or by informal exampJ-e, Èo hold negative attitudes tÐ\,rard

certain grroups. This view is exemplified j-n the following comments and

observations:

Children sometimes imitate their parents. Maybe
parents might qome out and say something that the
kids overhear, about some person. And the kids
feel, well, if my Daddy is my hero, and he feels
that way about this Black man down the street, maybe
thatrs the way he feels about al-l Black people. So

thaÈrs okay if I say nasty things to them and about
them. Often, that kidts parents donrt even realize
ihat -uheir kid has interpreted their comments that
way.
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An Asian informant stated:

ChÍldren engage j-n ethnic name-calling because they
learn and hear such things from their parents" The
parents may resent immigrants because they see them
as competition in jobs and things like that"
Child¡en learn their attitudes toward others r ât
home, by absorbing their parentsr attitudes' They
will think that their parents' beliefs are the right
beliefs, and then will take this outside"

A Btack informant had a similar comment:

In part, kids hear anit pick up these attitudes from
their parents without any formal instruction' for
example from hearing ethnic jokes at home" That, in
addition to actual instruction from parents which
encourages discrimination. For example¡ formal
instruction might be in the form of the kinds of
people that oners own people do not nrarrlr or do not
assocj-ate with in various settings.

Informants v¡tro presented this view, also ¡ninted out that children

absorb their attitud.es toward outgroups from negative and stereotypical

depictions of various ethnic groups presented in school textbooks and

communications med.ia, such as television. In addition, children pick up

ethnic slurs from their peers and from older children. More than half

(Èwenty-three) of the parents believed that sociali-zation played an

important role in the perpetuation of ethnophaulism.

In addition to the socio-historic and socio-psychological explana-

tions for the presence of ethnophautism in society, the vast rnajority

(thirty-six) of parents proposed psychological e><planations for ethno-

phaulism, ¡nrticularly among children. l"lany parents held the view that

it was simply one version of the natural juvenile activity of teasingr

tauntingr and name-catling. The objecÈ of such behaviour, according to

informanÈs, is to exclude, Put down or hurt the targett to censure the
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distinct or unfamiliar; or to retaliate or pay back another child for

past transgr.essions. Informants mentioned that, in thej-r opinion,

chil-dren v¡Ïro used ethnic slurs often did not know their meaning, and

rather than consciously maligning an ethnic groupr were simply engaging

in rnind.less jinitation or repetition of terms heard from others. In such

situations, the value of the terms to the users would be their ability

to provoke reactions in the targets. One informant described it as

"small kid against small kid sÈuff, which they usually work out for

themselves". At the adolescenÈ stage, informants believed that ethnic

name-calling was usually the outcome of the need and pressure to

conform. Informants pointed out that they, themselves, had either

witnessed or experienced such incidents during their own youth, in other

countries. On the basis of this experience, they assumed that such

events v¡ere a natural part of learning and gnowing up and were generally

harmless, if they were not too frequent and if they did not degenerate

to violence"

To summarize, the experiences of fifty-Lhree children with the

problem of ethnic derogation were described by informants. Slight.ly

less than two-thirds of these child.ren did approach their ¡nrents for

advice about the problem. Many children tried to keep the problem from

their parents, attempting to resolve it themselves " l{ost, of the

children showed, in one way or another, that they had been hurt or felt

humiliated by Èhe taunti-ng. Those children wtro èid not immediately

report such incidents to their parents often showed signs of distress

such as npodiness, feigning sickness, or anti-social behaviour both at
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home and at school. Children reported disliking themselves, their skin

colour, and their religious or sultural heritage as a consequence of

such incidents.

Children had often tried to resolve such problems, on their own

initiative, through a variety of approaches. SlighÈly more than half

had retaliated with verbal or physical violence" About a quarter had

approached the problem by trying to conform to peer dress, grooming and

behavioural codes t ot through some form of ingrat.iation. Nearly a

quarter of the children had simply withdrawn into a small circle of

friends, or had become introverted and withdrawn. About one-fifth of

the children had generally ignored such incidents and didnrt dwell on

them. About one-tenth of Èhe children determined to excel and outrank

others in schoot activities; while a similar number of children took it

upon themselves to enlighten, inform, or correct others ábout their

ethnic group, either informally, or through n¡ore formal presentations in

class "

According to informants, incidents of ethnj-c derogation had

occurred in aII school- grades, although the flashpoints for this kind of

behaviour seemed to be the early school gnades and the junj-or high

school IeveI. As well as occurring in playgrrounds and schools,

informants reported incidents which had occurred in a wide range of

other settings. ¡4oreover, both children and adults had been the targets

of this kind of discrimination" Informants stated that in their

exper.i-ences, as well as that of their children, the name-cal-l-ers
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included both children and adults from other visible minoritiesr as well

as from Euro-Canadian eÈhnic aroups "

Although a small number of informants stated that for themselves

and their children ethnic derogation \¡¡as not an important problem, the

vast majority of informants stressed that such incidents had the

potential for long-term detrimental effects on individual self-esteem,

particularly if the harassment vùas frequent, if it was accompanied by

violence, and if it had not been resolved i-mmediately. Simil-arly, a

vast majority of informants agreed that the ntcst effective antidote to

incidents of ethnic derogation was talking about the problem with

someone. A significant majority (thirty-one) of the informants believed

that it was the responsibility of parents to make themselves available

and approachable for such discussions, and that it was incumbent upon

parents to encourage and to create opportunities for theircttildren to

become part of a stable netrì¡ork of friends and acquaintances. These

informants believed that their nrost important function in counteracting

the potentially harmful effects of ethnic derogation, was t¡ nurture

good self-esteem in their children" Informants \¡/ere generally of the

opinion, that although ethnophaulism was always hurtful or annoying, its

toxic strength would be neutralized considerably, if the target had good

self-esteem"

Parents attributed the rise and persistence of ethnophaulism in

society Èo several sources. Socio'historic causes, such as ¡rcIitica1

and economic competition in our stratifj-ed society, as well as racisn,
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xenophobia, and social stereotypes \rere cited as reasons for the

phenomenon" Socio-psychological causes, which included bot.h primary and

secondary socialization were also mentioned as probably being respon-

sible for the p€rpetuation of negative outgroup attitudes and the use of

ethnic slurs among young people" In addition, psychol-ogical causes,

such as the tendency among children to teaser imitate, censure, and

retaliate to settle scores, were put forÈh by rost parents as being at

the root of some of the ethnic name-calling incid.ents reported by their

children" ¡4any informants stated that r¡nless such incidents took the

form of continual and,/or violent harassment, young people would be able

to resolve the problem on their ownr and would not experience any

important long-term effects from such an experience" Even so, a sigmi-

ficant number of parents in the sample did intervene on behalf of their

child or children when a situation of ethnic derogation came to theÍr

attention. The }cinds of actions parents reporÈed actually taking in

response to their children's complaints about this problem, will be pre-

sented in the next section"

6"2 Parental Advice and Action

Most informants employed rncre than one strategy in helping their

child.ren cope with ethnic name-calling" Alt,hough Ilarents had devised

guite a variety of measures to remedy the problem, al-l these methods

were basically variations of three basic approaches. Parental action in

situations where their children were victims of ethnophaulism,
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thereforer took the form of: incid.ent related advice; .incident related

assistance¡ anð/or inculcation of certain values and attitudes.

AI1 ¡nrents gave their children incident related advice" The types

of responses parents advised their children to make to ethnic derogation

were of two sorts: passive and active. Both of these response cate-

gories contained a variety of parental injunctions and suggestions for

behaviour. Of Èhe thirty-nine informants, five ¿id not recommend any

passi-ve responses, and four parents did not counsel their chil-dren to

engage in active responses.

Parents who advised their children to try a ¡nssive response,

suggested. that they: ignore the name-calling (twenty-four informants) i

show no reaction when it happened (two informants); not call back any

names ( ten inf ormants ) ; try to avoid such sj-tuat j-ons , if ¡nssible ( two

informants); and refrain from fighting over it with the name-callers

(twelve informants). Thirteen informants told their child not to let it

bother them. Ore Native informant gave this advice:

I told my daughter that the best thing to dor in the
end, is to just igmore it; that people who do it are
ignorant, and that she will always meet some
ignorant people, but that¡s their problem, not hers.
I told her that she shouldn't let it bother her.

An Asian informant gave another example of a passive response:

I toLd my children not to show theyrve made you mad

or sad. If you donrt show this, theytll leave you
aIone, but if they see theyrve made you mad. or sad,
theyrll keep going on and on.

A BLack parent gave the following advice:

One of Èhe things tve instilled in all of our
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children was that we don¡È like t¡ be called names,
so q/e donrt call people names either" Name-calling,
in our family, was not accepÈabIe behaviour under
any circumstances.

Significant in the set of findings concerning passive responses, is

that approximately two-thirds (twenty-four) of the parents in the sample

ad.vised their children to ignore the name-calling, and a significant

majority (thirty-four) of the parents did suggest to their children that

they try some sort of ¡nssive response to the problem.

In the category of active responses, thirty-five informants did

suggest to their children to take some kind. of action to discourage the

verbal abuse. Many parents encouraged their children to first try a

passive response, but if this did not he1p, to proceed with some course

of action. ÍLrere was quite a range of active responses recommended by

parents" The majority of parents (thirty-four) told their children

never to brood about such inci-dents, but always to tell or talk with

someone about it. fhis informanÈ expressed what many parents told their

children:

In general, we instructed our children to ignore it
when people did call them names; not to call back
any names, but to reporÈ such incidents to usr
especially when it became violent, or to report it
to the teacher or school principal.

Some parents advised their children to report such events

immed,iately, either Èo them, or to a school authority, ¡nrticularly when

the name-calling h¡as accompanied b)' violence. Of the sample,
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twenty-four parents told their children to report such íncidents without

hesitation. One parent explained why he felt that immediate action was

necessary:

I think if the name-calling is not recognized for
what it is, and nothing is done about it vùren it
happens, it can have a lasting effecÈ on children"
It can kilt ambition, and nake a person feel that
theyrre a nobody, inferior, not equal to the rest"
It can be very debilitating in the long Èerm, if it
isnrt caught right away. For my cùrildren, \'rerve

been watching out for this kind of thing, and wetve
encourag'ed them to report it right êwâ1zr so I donrt
think theyrll have any problems because of any such

experiences.

of this group, twenty of the ¡nrents informed. their children that

once told of such incidents, the ¡nrents, themselves, would take some

action on behalf of the child.

Dif feri-ng slightly from those parents who encourageci immed'iate

reporting, was a small group, consisting of a third of the samPle' vrÏio

advised their children to use an active response only after the ethnic

derogation had become persistent. In this categoryt chitdren were told

to inform a school authority if it kept happening in school, or to fight

back physically or verbally, if the same person or persons kept uP the

harassment "

In contrast to the ¡rarents who ad.vised initial restraint, were the

parents who j-nstructed their children to retaliate i¡rmediaÈely, by

confronting the name-caller in some \tay. These parents instructed their

chil-dren to respond with v¡itty retorts r or to respond with verbal or
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physical violence " Nine parenÈs encouraged their children to engage in

immediate confrontation or retaliation to ethnic derogation. An Asian

informant explained:

l{y husband and I always instructed our children that
when you meet a racist incident, you must confront
it, not physically, but verbally, to put an
immediate stop to it.

Another parent described his approach:

Ivly son started having problems with name-calling in
junior high school" He hTas a big boy, quite strong
and athletic" So I Èaught him Èo fight if someone
teased him. At that level, the boys respect
physical force" I taughL him how to fight guickly
and neatly - a punch in the right place where it
wouldnrt do much damage, but would show them who the
better fighter was " So he would use the techniques
I showed. him, and then he would tell the boy who
might be teasing him to beat it" This h¡as an
effective way of putting an end to the teasing.

Finallyr a large minority of parents (sixÈeen) advised thej-r

children to take action of a positive sort, to correct the problem.

These parents suggested that their children be friend.Iy, go halfway to

ad.apt to the new culture or the social m-ilieu, or they tol-d them to be

outgoing and t¡ try correcting, enlj-ghtening, and instructing those who

teased. them, because such people were doing this out of igmorancer lack

of information, and unfamiliarity with the ethnic aroup and its culture.

Thus the sensible thing tp do would be to make friends with the nane

callers, or to tell them the correct name of the ethnic group and to

give them some informati-on about the grouprs origins and its v¡ays"

Among this group of parents were also those who encouraged their

children to look up the offending term in the dictionary, discuss its
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meaning \,,/ith the parents, and then to treat it as nonsenseo

who emphasized this positive approach explained:

A parent

I discouraged my son from fighting, because I think
it l-eads to a negative self-image. I encouraged him
to talk and use his mind. That's the better way of
dealing with such problerns. I have also encouraged
him to try to understand why they do this, see their
side, and be open with them. Most of the time he
has ended up making friends with some of the kids
who teased him the most.

Thus, in the category of incident related advice, the vast majority

of parents in the sample told their children to try both ¡rassive and

active responses to ethnic derogation. Thirty-four parents advised

trying passive responses, at least initially, whire thirty-five parents

instructed their children to use active responses, either immediately,

or when the harassment was unrelenting. Passive types of responses

recommended by parents included such advice as: ignore it, donrt let it

bother you; ignore it, dontt show any reacLion; donrt cart back namesi

and do not fight. A very small number of parents suggested avoidance of

such situations, if at all possible. There was also a simil-ar number of

active responses advocated by parents. These included: immediate

reporting, confrontation, or retariation; taking action only when the

problen was persistent; instructing children to inform the parents, who

would take some action in the mattert and encouraging children to be

outgoing and informative" Regardl-ess which category of response v¡as

emphasized, the vast majority of parents also advised their children to

discuss such experiences with someone, rather than keeping it to them-

selves.
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As well as giving incident related advice' more than half (twenty-

three) of the parents actually intervened on behalf of their children in

such situations. There were four types of actions taken by ¡nrents out-

side the home. some Parents took one or more of these exLernal

measures, ej-ther immediately on being informed of the problem, or at a

later stage, after all other avenues to a solution had been attempted'

Parents intervened in one or several of the following ways:

(a) by discussing or reporting the problem to
someone in authority connected with the schoolr
if the problem occurred there' Parents talked
with the classroom teacher, the school admini-
strators, or voiced their concerns at the Home

and School- Association" In one case a parent
spoke with the provincial lvlinister of Educa-
tion;

(b) by approaching the parents of the name-caller
about the Problem;

(c) by talking with the child who was doing the
name-calling;

(d) by moving their child t¡ anoÈher school, or by

moving Èhe family to a new location'

slight.ly less than half (eighteen) of the parents contacted someone

in authority at school, either in person, or by telephone and requested

that something be done to put an end to the problem" Sometimes ' the

victimized child had been instructed to report the problem to the

teacher or principal first. When this brought no assistance from the

school authority, the parents followed up with a demand that something

be done about the problem. In some casest a Inrent would Èalk ðirectly

with the classroom teacher; in others, the discussion would be wiÈh a

school administrator i anil in still other cases, ùhe ¡nrent felt that
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there lras sufficient cause to call for a meeting which included the

classroom teacher r the administrators, and sometimes, certain other

school personnel" Another route foll-owed by parents idas to contact the

classroom teacher first, and if necessary, to follow this with a dj-scus-

sion with a school administrator" Some ¡nrents pursued this even

further by presenting their concerns to trErental bodies and/or to higher

l-evels of school or ed.ucational administraLion" l"lore than ha1f of the

parents who talked with someone connected with the school were saÈisfied

with the response they received. But¡ twenty-six parents did comment

that teachers should be quicker in responding to chj-ld¡enrs reports of

such problems; that there should. be n¡cre instruction in the schools on

matters pertaining to multiculturalism and human equality; and that they

believed teachers themsel-ves need better training to prepare them to

deal with problems of racism among students.

Nine of t.he informants approached the parents of the name-caller

about the problem. Although this was a successful strategy for some of

the informants, more than half of these ¡rarents pointed out that it

couldnrt be retied on because some parenÈs had no control over their

child.ren, and because Èhere was also the danger of increasing tensions.

About half of the informants who had tried this approach found that it

had contributed to an increase in the name-calling and harassment" One

informant revealed the following:

One time I went to the neighbours on account of my

daughter or my son being called names. BuÈ the
neighbours tpld me, 'Don I t tell fite r tell our kids
not to do it". So my husband and I tried to talk
wj-th some of those kid.s, but sometimes it made
things v¡orse - they would pick on my kids rþreo
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Other informants wtro tried. to discuss the problem with the name-calleros

parents \¡¡ere met with rudeness and denial r âs illustrated by the

following quotation:

I was very surprised by the response from this
girlts ns¡ther" This rncther denied everything, and

even accused me of being racist. She said that "You
people are the racists, looking for Problems and

making things up!"

A very small number of parents talked with the child or dtildren

who had done the name-calling. As indicated in the first quotation on

the previous page, this was not always effectj-ve in bringing an end to

the problem. I{hen the perpetrators v/ere sma1l c}rildren, this approach

seemed to have the desired effect. One informant described taking such

action:

Even when my son had just started school, there were
some litÈle children who called him names ' They
v¡ere doj-ng this outside of school, not actually Ín
the classroom. He would constantly come home crying
from school-. Þ,7e11, one day I decided to be around
just after they were let out of school, to see about
this. I,teII, I caught them at it, and cautioned them

to stop doing that. Those kindergarten youngsters
stopped picking on him after that.

Finally, in a smaIl number of cases, the ¡nrents either npved their

child to a netst school, or noved the family to a new location, af ter

trying to solve the problem in other ways wÍthout success. In npst

cases, the change of school seemed to solve the problem" One parent

explained his decision to take this course of action:

$Ihen my daughter began school ¿ solIte of the other
children in her class teased her and pushed her
around continuously. Then we started to get
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complaints from her teacher that she vras a behaviour
problem. tr{e became very concerned about this, so I
decided to find out what was going on there, since
my daughter refused to tell us the details" I found
out¡ after talking with some of the children' the
principal, and the teacherr that my daughter was

being unmercifully harassed by some of the children
because of her skin colour, and that her rproblemt

behaviour was simply an attempt to cope with this
teasing. I also found out from talking with some of
the parents that, not long before, there had been a
similar problem with a Black child. I vtas not con-
vinced. that the people at the school would put a

stop to this, and I didnrÈ want my daughterrs
schooling to be affected, so I had her transferred
to another school. She had no problems after that'

To summarize, parents in Èhe sample tried to help their dlildren

deal with incidents of ethnic name-calling by offering incident related

advice, vùich advocated both passive and active types of responses to

the verbal abuse; and more than half of the parents provided inci'dent

related assistance such as contacting school authorities i . 
contacting

parents of name-callersi tatking with name-callers; or removal of

children from the abusive setting. The vast majority of parents had'

combined a variety of methods in their efforts to assíst their children

with this problem.

In addition to advice and action ðirectly connected with incidents

of ethnic derogation, many parenÈs also employed indirect methods, whj-ch

were aimed at developing childrenrs abilities to cope with problems of

racial discrimination, including ethnic derogation, in the long term'

Such measures involved emphasis and exposure tÆ certain values and

attitudes, as well as developmenÈ of particular Life skills" This
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approach incl_uded

the encouragement

promotion of certain

of specific attitudes

kinds of socj-al relations,. and

toward di-scrimination.

In the area of socj-al relations, parental measures to counteract

the effects of ethnic name-calling and other forms of ôiscrimination

included:

emphasj-s on ethnic group pride and. ethnic
comrnunity involvement ;

emphasis on good citizenship through
participation in neighbourhood and
community activities beyond the ethnic
group.

The majority (twenty-five) of the parents in the sample emphasized

ethnic group pride by instructing their children about group history and

culture, and by involving the famity in eÈhnj-c group activities. ¡4any

of these parents were themselves active in ethnj-c comm¡nity

organizations. One informant explai_ned the value of this:

If the parents nurture group pride, and the group
and community gives you æod support, as well as
providing an outlet for you to vent your frustra-
tions, a place where you can share your problems and
experiences, and discuss them, then it gives you a
sense of belonging and bolsters your self-esteem.
So probabl-y, there wonrt be any long-term effects
from problems such as name-caIling.

A large minority (sixteen) of the parent,s in the sample put

emphasis on good citizenshj-p and involvement with the community at

large- Such parents were often themselves active in neighbourhood or

(a)

(b)
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municipal associations, or r\¡ere meÍìbers of clubs \4lith no pertícular

ethnic orientation. As well as socializing in multicultural milieus,

themselves, such parents tended to encourage their children to follow

suit. such parents emphasized the importance of naking friends with

others on the basis of their individual attributes, rather than on the

basis of such criteria as ethnic identity"

To counteract the negative effects of discrimination, such as

ethnic name-calling, some parents directed their efforts toward

encouragi-ng certain kinds of characteristics in their children' Such

parents:

(a) emphasized personal achievementr such as
getting top marks in school, winning awards,
etc. Children were taught that incidents like
ethnic derogation should be used as a spur to
personal achievement, excellence, and successi

(b) gradually encouraged self-sufficiency in
problem solving, by nurturing self-reliance in
children as they gained experience in social
relations, or by varying the extent of parental
involvement and assistance by gauging each
childrs strengths and weaknesses"

Íhe rnajority (twenty-nine) of the parents in the sample reported

using thj-s approach in helping their ctrildren learn how tp deal with

discrimination. Those who encouraged excellence in school activities

felt that by proving oners worth t¡ onets self, a child \'¡ould not only

develop good self-esteem, but would., in the process, be creating

evid.ence which challenged and undermined the negative SouP stereotype"

In addiÈion, the child would be surpassing those r,ùro had tried to put
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them down. As one Inrent Put it:

ü¡e have taught our children to work extra hard to
prove themselves. we tell them they have the
potential to do well. t{e have al-so taught them that
the best way to fight back in adversity of any kind
is by responding consÈructì-vely by doing well in
school, and by entering the professions "

l"lany ¡nrents who encouraged the gradual development of self -

sufficiency in problem solving, ¡ninted out that some children were

better able to cope wiÈh problems on their own, than others' They also

pointed out that younger children usually required more assistance in

deatJ-ng with problems than djd older children, and that even siblings

varied in their ability to cope on their own' and in their nethods of

coping with ethnic name-calIing. For these reasons, many parents

tailored. their advice and assistance to the individual child, v¡hile at

the same time decreasi-ng the degree of their involvement in resolving

the chitdrs problems as Èhe child natured" In connection with this per-

spectiver one informant made this observation:

In our case, we had three d'ifferent children, all of
whom experienced. ethnic name-ca}ling and other
problems because of their skin colour ' But r r¡Iê

counselled each of them differently, depending on
their Personality, strengths and \^teaknesses'

Another parent made this statement:

When each of my children reported having trouble
with ethnic name-calling, I considered each of their
abilities, and how these could be used to allow the
child to sort out the problem for him or herself"
Then I pointed out these strengths to each child,
and showed them how ùhey could use these to deal
with the teasing. The children were then able to
work this problem out for themselves, without my

having to get into the fray. I would say that an

appropriate resPonse to incidents of ethnic
name-ca}ling has to take into account the nature of
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the child, his or her abilities, and age.

Finally, a third of the ¡nrents in the sample, vtere of the opinion

that the effects of ethnic name-calling could be neutralized if the

name-callers and the ethnic slurs were interpreted as being patheÈic and

unseemly. I.lhen children reported incidents of ethnic derogation, there-

fore, such parents made light of ethnic slurs and of those v¡ho had used

them. Children were told, for example, that those vùro did the name-

calling were either ignorant t eY had a problem. The terms \¡/ere

discussed calmIy with regard to their origins and meanJ-ng, and some-

times, with the aid of a ôictionary. Generally, these parents would

point out that nice and/or most people did not use that kind of

language, and that those v¡l:o did were an ill-bred nr-inority. One parent

explained., that by using this approach the problem "just fízzLes ouÈ

instead of getting to be Èoo i-rnportant". Another parent bel-ieved that

because such incidents had been d.iscussed catmly and objectively in

their home, and since they had always been minimized, the effects on her

son had been temporary. She described her sonts attitude to such

teasing !

He treats it as a joke. He looks at it ¡rcsitively.
His at,titude is that those r¡t¡o do it arenrt sure of
themselves, and thatrs why they try to put him down,
or try to get him to lose hj-s temper, or do badly in
a hockey game. But he doesnrt let it gret to him, or
distract him. Hers outgoingr has a lot of friendsr
does well in school, and helps others. It doesnrt
interfere with how he feels about himself, or er-ith
any goals he sets for himself"

AIJ- ¡nrents in the sample had mentioned. using some combination of
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these child-rearing practises when reporting their respcnses to ethno-

phaulism. In the view of informants, although these practises \,¡ere not

directly related to incidents of ethnic name-caIling, they were, never-

theless, playing an irnportant role in enhancing a childts self-esteem,

and in reinforcing a childts sense of personal dignity. This perspec-

tive is reflected in the following quotation:

In the long term a person \^7i11 not be bothered by
such incidents, if he or she understands where itrs
coming from, that name-cal-lers learn it from their
parents, and that their knowledge is based on
ignorance or lack of knowledge about different
people. Furthermore, if a young Person is raised in
a family where there is strong reinforcement of
ethnic culture and heritage, he or she develops
self-esteem. Then ethnic name-calling will not
bother him or her. As well, parents should
encourage their chil-dren to get to know children
from different ethnic groups, they should encourage
visits to each otherrs homes, so that they learn
that people are basically the same underneath. If
you give them all- this, they should be strong enough
to handle any kind of discrimination easily. But if
this groundwork hasnrt been done, the person will
always be bothered, hurt or sensitive to this"

In conclusion, informants felt that incidents of ethnic derogation

in childhood had the potential for harmful long-term effects on an

individual's seÌf-esteem, if the child had no one to turn to for advice

and assistance w'ith this problern. Parents in the sample were generally

of the opinion that it was their responsi-bility to encourage their

children to corne to them with such problems, and that the primary

antidote to ethnic derogation among children, rtlas the continual

nurturance of good self-esteem in their offspring" Although most

parents felt that the odd incident of ethnic name-calling v¡as not

important, and \ùas sornething children, themselves, would be able to
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deal with without parental assistance, many parents did actually inter-

vene on behalf of their children in such situations. The majority of

parents believed that direct parental intervention was call-ed for when

ethnic derogation was persistent or was accompanied by violence.

Parental action in such matters took the form of one or a combination of

these approaches: incident related advice; incident related assistance;

and/or inculcaÈion of certain values and attitudes in the child, Each

of these approaches contained a variety of strategies which parents had

devised either in response to their chilclrenrs complaints about this

problem, or in anticipation of racial discrimination in some form. The

majority of parents reported using a variety of measures to help their

children cope with ethnic derogation and related abuse.
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Chapter VII

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The goaf of this inquiry was to discover the Ineasures taken by

parents in response to ttreir childrenrs reporÈs of ethnic derogation"

Because this study was exploratory, the objective was not so much to

prove anything as j-t was to raise ground'ed data for future ecamination

anil testing. This investigation has brought to light new informaLj-on

about responses to ethnophaulism; it has verified the find'ings of a

British probe into the same problem (Davey, 1983); and the resulÈs of

this research offer a girounded starting point for more rigorous

scrutiny, not only of responses r but of ethnophaulism in its several

aspects. The study began with a review of the literature on terms of

ethnic derogation"

Most research in this area has focused on the instrumental, rather

Èhan Èhe response aspects of the phenomenon. viewed as a preceptive

device, social scientists have theorized Èhat ethnophaulism is a form of

political or suasive talk, serving in the rnaintenance and perpetuation

of social order in plural societies (Allen, 1983). As political talk,

ethnophaulisms serve as evaluative markers and identifiers (Giles'

1g7g)i as verbal weapons r both offensive and defensive (Palmore , 1962) ¡

and as rhetoric, influencing the attitudes of the public at large toward

specific ethnic aroups v¡ithin a plurality (Kochman' 1976)" There is
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some evidence indicating that ethnophaulism increases during periods of

great social change or stress within a plurality, appearing nrcst often

in the competitive environment of urban centers (Palmore | 1962\ '

Historical evidence suggests that the greater the number of disparaging

terms for any ¡nrticular group in a society, the greater the degree of

prejudice and discrimination against that group by the ¡npulace (Allenr

1983 ) .

Dgncan 1 1968); Khleif (1979) i Lukens (1979 ) and others have

theorized that ethnic epithets reflect the negative outgroup evaluations

by the d.ominant group or groups within a pluralj-ty; and that the set of

ethnic labels in a given society functions as a code which profiles the

differing status or prestige of the constituent grroups' From this

perspective, the use of ethnophaulisms i-n plural society would serve to

reinforce the inequality among the member grouPs, while the semantic

content of such terms or phrases \¡¡oul-d offer justification for the rank

held by each group. In this manner, ethnj-c epithets would contribute

toward. maintaining the social distance v¡Trich the hierarchical ordering

of ethnic aroups requires (Lukens ' 1979) "

Hierarchical ordering¡ in turn, produces competitive tensions among

ethnic groups, as individuals perceive opportunities for or threats of

change to their oi.¡n status within the social order" Tensions created by

such Social relations might give rise to ethnophaulisms, which are used

at the face-to-face level of social life to delinit. and downgrade the

identity and social location of individuats who belong to rìì screte
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ethnic aroups within a plurality" By way of exampler the following

comment made by an Àsian informant participating in this study aptly

demonstrates the foregoing theory:

Informant.: As far as Irm concerned, most of the
troublemakers wit,h discrimination and name-
calling are the "ten-dollar Canadíêrrstio

Interviewer: Who are'lten-d.ollar Canadiansir?

Inf ormant : They I re people from oLher ethnic nr-inorj--
ties, not really Canad.ians . . . Ukrainians ,
for example. The English are the real
Canadj-ans, the rest are "ten-dollar
Canadians"" They núght have been born
here, but their parents came from somewhere
else. The English are in charge of things'here, and they donrt d-iscriminate, but
people from other ethnic mi-norities do.

Many social scientists (Allen, 1983; A]-lportt 1954¡ Ehrlich, 1973¡

Tajfel, 1978) believe that ethnic slurs are the verbal tags for social

stereotypes. In their vie\d, social stereotypes serve an Jmportant ¡rcli-

tical function by exerting a ¡rcwerful influence on the attitudes and.

perceptions of the citizenry toward various groups in a society, The

results of such portrayals and evaluations are ultimately concrete;

e.g. I negatively stereot.yped groups may have unequal or rest.ricted

emplolrnent opportunities, inferj-or educatj-onal or inadequate medical

services , etc " Stigmatized groups Erâ.y, and of ten do , remain in their

appointed social niches over long periods of time, for once stereotypes

percolate throughout a society, becoming social stereotypes, they are

remarkably impervious t- change. This tenacity is due in ¡nrt to the

fact that social stereotypes contain some elements of truthr encouraging

people to assume that they are completely based on fact" Íhe durability
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of social stereotypes is further reinforced by the fact that they are

shared and transrnitted among large numbers of people across generations.

There is some evidence showing that the content of such stereotypes and

their retinue of verbal tags does change (Palmore | 1962; Gardner and

Taylor, 1969), but that such change seems to be infrequent. Although

ethnophaulism appears to serve similar functions across societíes, the

target groups, the content of social st""t"otypes, and the linguistic

tags vary from society to society (Oia¡, 1962) because they arise out of

different historic, cuItural, and demographic conditions"

Despite the fact that the primary aim of this inguiry was not to

collect further data on the instrumental aspects of ethnophaulisrn, it is

interesting to note that informants' explanations for the presence and

persistence of ethnic slurs generally supPort much of the foregoing

theory on the phenomenon. The najority of informants attributed the

appearance and use of ethnic slurs to tensions arising from political

and economic competition among the ethnic grouPs in our society" More

than half of the participants in this study also believed that ethno-

phaulisms \,¡ere spawned by xenophobia, racism, and the influence of

social stereotypes.

A profile of Canadian social history, as it pertains to matters of

ethnic relations, revealed that although many different groups have been

the victims of racism, members of visible minorities, indigenous as wel-l

as immigrant, seem to have been the perennial targets. Furthermorer as

a consequence of recent internal migration patterns, and a rise in
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i.mmigration from Third World countries during the past two decades,

resulting in growing concentrations of visible ninorities within many of

our urban centers, the problem of racism seems to have surfaced once

again in Canada (Bienvenuer l9B5; Henry and. Tatorr lg85)" Recent

studies of race relations in l{innipeg have indicated that this city has

not been exempt from these rising tensions (Clifton and perry, 1985)"

On the basis of these indications, it $ras decid.ed that members of

visible nuinorities residing in this city would probably be the m)st

fruitful source of information regarding responses to ethnophaulism.

This proved to be a valid. assumption " There '$¡as no dif f iculty i-n

locating residents from a range of visible minorities who had had first

hand experience wj-th this problem. the final sample included informants

from the Native, Black, and Asian communities in this city.

A review of the research into cognritive development, social

cognition, and the development of eth¡ic a!'rareness and outgroup

evaluatj-ons indicated that children as young as four and one-half years

of age could be involved in incidents of ethnic confl-ict such as ethnic

name-calling, ej-ther as inst.igators or as targets. On the assumption

that adolescents night. be less inclined to seek out their parents for

help with such incidents than would younger drildren, it \¡¡as decided

that the phenomenal group for this inquiry would be members of visible

minorities whose children had. complained about ethnic name-calling vrtren

in grad.e six or lowert i.e., roughly to about the age of twelve.

The final sample, for the purposes of data analysis consisted of
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thirty-nine informants. This group of parents referred to the

experiences of fifty-three children in the rnatter of ethnic derogati-on"

The original assumption that yoì¡ng children would be likely targets of

ethnic name-calling was correct, f.or rßf,st of the parents reported that

their children had had such experiences either in nursery school,

kindergarÈen, or the primary grades. Howeyer, adolescents v¡ho contri-

buted to interviews with their ¡nrentsr permission or encouragement, and

informants employed as school administrators or teachers, observed that

junj-or high school seemed to be the other school level at which there is

a notable degree of ethnic name-calling among students. This informa-

tion lends supporÈ to social cognition theory, v¡Ïrich suggests that, for

different reasons, younçJ children and early adolescents would be n¡cst

likely to display negative outgroup behaviours. Ad.olescent j-nformants

also revealed that they had been less inclined to report such incidents

to their parents upon entering junior high school, preferring to work

things out for themselves" Thereforer the choice of the phenomenal

group for this study, based on the indications provided by the review of

historical, sociological, and psychological literaturer proved to be

adeguate for the purposes of this inquiry"

lVith the ecception of one segment of Davey¡s (1983) study, most of

the research on ethnophaulism has focused on Èhe instrumental aspects of

et,hnic name-calling. Daveyrs research into prejud.ice among school

children in Britaj-n did include a brief inquiry into responses.

However, in that study, parents were presented with an hypot.hetical case

of ethnic name-ca1ling, involving their child and a child from another
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ethnic nuinority. The parents rårere then asked what they rnight do when

such an incident \das brought to their attention" rn contrast, the

intention of this study was to compile data on ¡nrental responses to the

problem based. on the actual experiences of informants. Specifically,

Èhe aims of this inquiry were to rliscover:

(a) the types of responses parents recommend.ed
their child.ren make to ethnophaulism;

(b) actions, if âriy, taken by ¡nrents on behalf of
their children in such situations;

( c ) interpretations of, or meaning attached to,
ethnic name-calling by parents;

(d) significance or importance of ethnophaulism on
individual d.evelopment, from the parental
perspectj-ve.

The majority of parenLs who participated in this study reported

encouraging their child.ren to employ a combination of passive and active

responses for discouraging or bringing an end to such harassment" In a

significant number of cases, parents took personal action outside the

home to correct the situation" As well, the majority of ¡nrents

employed indirect methods for preparing thej-r children to cope with

racial discrimination over the long term, and to offset the negative

effects of ôLscrimination on their children. AII four procedures: the

passive and the active responses recommended for incidents of ethnic

name-calling; the direct parental intervention in such situations; and

the indirect methods included a variety of approaches and tactics" In

all, the four procedures included eighteen different ways of dealing

with the problem.
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Passive type responses suggesLed by parents to children incl-uded

such adv j-ce as : igmore it , d.on I t ret it bother you; i gnore it, don ¡ t

sho\^/ any reactiont do not calt back any names, do not fight over iti and

try t¡ avoid such situations, if possibre. very few parents in the

sample advised using only passive responses. Most informants had also

presenLed their children with the choice of several active responses to

the problem. Active type responses recommended by parents included.:

confront the problem immediately by retorting¡ reporting, or

retaliating; be outgoing, enlighten the name-callers about your ethnic

groupi confront only after the problem has become persistent, then

either retort, report or retariate; or, report the incident to parents,

who will take some action in the matter. A majority of parents stressed

the importance of urging children to talk with someone about such

incidents rather than brooding, on the belief that bringing the problem

out into the open was critical for the prevention of long term negative

effect.s on the developi-ng personality.

More than half of the ¡nrents in the sample reported having taken

some action on behalf of their children i-n connection with incidents of

ethnic derogation. Although some ¡nrents intervened irnmed.iately upon

learning about the problem, most parents did not take any action outside

the home u¡rless the harassment had become persistent, or vùren it became

evident that it was affecting the childrs behaviourr schoolwork, or that

the child was unable to cope with the problem, ¡'lone. parental actions

incLuded: taking up the matter with schoor personnel; talking with the

parents of the name-caller; Èalking directly with the name-calLer; or
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removal of their child from the school and,/or community. t4ore than half

of the parents who had contacted someone within the school system were

satisfied wj-th the results of their efforts, although flrany reported that
their initial reception by school personnel in the nratter, had teft
something to be desired" Even though rnany reported being sat,isfied in
the end, a significant rrinority of ¡nrents wtro had t.aken Lhis course of

action reported that the ethnj-c derogation had continued despite efforts
of school authorities to discourage it. ln the view of these informants

the problem was of such complexity that it would require m)re than

simple ad'monishment by the teacher or principal to solve it. fhose vùro

had approached either the parents of the name-calrer, or the name-

callers, themselves reported. about a fifty ¡:ercent success rat.e. young

children seemed to be the mcst likely to be discouraged from ethnj-c

name-calling when approached by the victi-mrs parents. parent-to-parent

consultations, on the other hand, often Ied. to increased harassment by

name-ca]lers, and was, therefore, not recommended as a relj-able method

for solving the problem. Those ¡nrents who had chosen to remove their

chj-ld from the abusive setting usually took this course of action after

unsuccessfully trying to correct the problem using other methods. rn

the najority of cases, when either the child or the famiJ-y had been

moved to a new setting, the ethnic derogation ceased to be a problem.

Asj-de from revealing the various \^¡ays in which parents interced.ed

on behal-f of their children j-n the matter of ethnophaulism, this set of

findings brings to light a number of addiÈional points about the problem

of ethnic name-carling among chirdren. For e<ample, it wou1¿ seem that
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in the view of most informants, children who engage in ethnic derogation

are not likely to desist from this activity unless they are admonished

by some adult in authority, whether that be their own ¡nrents, the

parents of the victim, or school personnel" This rcight. also ind.icate

that informants r.¡ere of the opinion that ad.ults transnit negative out-
group attitudes to children, and should therefore, be hetd responsible

for correcting the problem. Furthermore, since n¡cst parents had. not

intervened outside the home until their chil-drs behaviour had become

noticeably affected by the harassment, or r¡nless the child had made

several attempts to resolve the problem, Èo no avait, these findings

might also j-ndicate that parents had considered. the effects of the name-

calling and related harassment to have been serious enough to warrant

their intervention. This may mean that, when left pnchecked, ethnic

name-calling can escalate to more vicious or relentless harassment..

Another matter raised by this set of findings is connected. with the

school- environment" Given the fact that close to hatf of the parents

had intervened in response to incidents of ethnic derogatj-on in the

schools, j-t would seem that some study of the frequency and seriousness

of this problem within the school system rnight be in ord.er. More

specifically, since both parents and children reported that the flash-
points for ethnic name-calling seem Lo be the pre- and primary schoor

revel (pray school through grade three ) ,. and the junior high school

level, such a study should focus on either one or both of these school

levels. I'urther to the school environment, these find.ings also suggest

the need for nu¡re information about the speed with which school authori-

ties respond to student report.s of such harassment. Since a significant
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proporiion of the parents in the sample òid feel compelled Èo take rcme

action in response to their children's continuing problems with ethnic

derogation in school, it would seem that there is some èissatisfaction

with tJ.e IIEnner in vhich student complaints are dealt crith by school

authorities" rn ôlscussing the school setting, more than half of the

parents in the sample mentj-oned that, in their view, teachers seemed to

be inadequately trained to deal with racial tensions among students.

l"lany informants arso stated that al 1 teachers should be g,iven formar

training in ethnic relations and multiculturalism. In addition, many

informants believed that there should be nx¡re instruction on issues such

as multiculturalism, human equality, and good citizenship in the schools

as a method for discouraging racist attitud.es and behaviour among young

people.

Whil-e rncst informants criÈicized the schooL systemrs rrnprepared.ness

and inadequacy in dealing wj-th incidents of ethnic name-calJ-ing and

related problems, the parents in this sample were not placing the entire

responsibirity for helping chíldren cope with this onto the laps of

school auLhorities. In fact, while informants did point out that school

authorities should act on such problems when they occurred in school,

both competently and quickly, the parents in this sampl-e were equalry as

firm about stressing the importance of parenting in this matter.

rn their view, parents had an equal, if not nore J-mportant., role in

preparing Èheir children to cope \,rith ethnic name-cal_ring and other

forms of discrimination over the long term. As well as providj-ng ad.vice
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and. assistance directly in response to complainÈs about ethnic name-

caLling' parents reported. engaging indirect methods to counteract the

effects of discrimination and. to nurture their childrenrs self-esteem.

These methods generally involved inculcating certain attitudes, values

and behaviours in their young charges through emphasis on ethnic group

pride and ethnic community involvement; orr encouragement of good

citizenship and intercultural social relations ì ot t advocating competi-

tiveness and personal achievement; orr fostering self-sufficiency in

probì-em solving; orr intellectualizing incidents of discriminat,ion.

Some parents stressed only one of the foregoing perspectives, whÍle

others cultivated a blend of several. These perspectives \rrere trans-

mitted to chj-Idren in a number of different v¡ays, and. sometimes through

a combination of methods. Parents encouraged their children to adopt

these attitudes and perspect.ives by setting an example through their own

activities and social connections; by enrolling their ctrildren in, or

persuading them, to ¡nrti-cipate in activities which would instil the

desired views¡ and/or through personal communication, bot.h formal and

informal.

The parents who emphasized eth¡ic pride and heritage, believed this

approach served to counteract the harmful effects of ethnic derogation

in several ways. FirsL, it was felt that a child v¡T¡o was informed about

its ethnic history and heritage would lcrow imrnediately that j-nferences

carried. by ethnic slurs \.tere based. on nrisconceptions and inaccuracj-es,

and would, therefore, not like1y be seriously wound.ed by such incidents.

Secondly, involvement i¡ ethnic community activities and familiarity
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wiÈh group history and heritage would. in the view of these parents,

give the child a sense of belonging and identity, Lhus counteracting the

alienating effects of ethnophaulism. Thirdly, such parents believed

that involvement in ethnic community activities would provide a child

with a net\"¡ork of friends and acquaintances, interaction with whom \.roul-d

serve to bolster a childrs self-esteem as far as peer group relations

$¡ere concerned" Since the vast majority of informants believed that

ethnic name-calling had the potential to undermine the targetrs self-

esteem and to alienate, emphasis on ethnic group pride seems to have

been a rational countermeasure to the problem. Among parents r,ilro used

this ¡nrenting approach, were also parents who had advised their

children to discourage ethnic name-calling by using such incj-d.ents to

enlighten the name-call-ers about their ethnic groupr either at the time

of the incident, or later, through class presentations in subjects such

as Social Studies " Such parents assumed that their children v¡ere

sufficiently well enough Ínformed about their heritage to be able to

share this ]onowledge with the unj-nitiated.

In contrast to, and sometimes in combination with the inculcation

of ethnic group pri-d.e in children, some parents emphasized the

importance of good citizenship and cross cultural friendships by settj-ng

an example with their own participation in neighbourhood. activities;

hold.ing public office; or through non-ethnic volunteer work; and by

encouraging their children to take part in similar types of activitj-es

in the community or at school. The purpose of this strategy seemed to

be the erosion of social distance among eLhnic aroups by asserting our
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common Canad.ian identity. The emphasis in this approach seemed to be

good fellowship, equality regardless of ethnic ancestry, and collective

responsibility for creating a good society. flre aim of ¡nrents r¿tro used

this approach with their children appeared to be the strengthening of

the youngsters¡ sense of membership in this society, as weII as çLving

t.he children opportunities to learn from example and experience that not

all Canadians are prejudiced" This kind of involvement would, in the

view of informants, also serve to enhance a childrs self-esteem and

would provide the child with a social net.i¡ork of congenial peers. These

in turn, could lead. the child t¡ interpret ethnic name-calling as a

social aberration, not realIy representative of majority opinion, and

nothing to take too seriously on their own behalf. Itrs ¡nssible that

such children might be inclined. to do something generally about such

incidents, such as correcting and. enlightening name-callers about human

equality" Such children might. a1so feel compelled to assist victims,

regardless of their ethnic background.s. Whether this approach indicates

an emphasis on assimilation, or v,¡hether this perspective endorses the

notion of human equality and commonality regardless of ethnic origin is

difficulÈ to ascertaj-n from the data base. More probing would be

required to ans'ú/er these questions.

Another method used. by ¡nrents to prepare their children to cope

with discrimination over the long term involved emphasis on personal

achievement and competitiveness. Success and outstanding performance in

both academic and extracurricular school activities for example, was

seen as a pod \n¡ay to discourage ethnic derogation, to disprove the
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intended meanings carried in ethnic s1urs, and to challenge the validity

of the social stereotype attached to the ethnic group. In the view of

parents v¡tio encouraged this attitude in their children, the youngsters

would not only develop a strong sense of ¡:ersonal worth through their

achievements , becoming j:nmr¡.ne to the stings of ethnic derogation, but

would, in the process be developing the competitive skills necessary for

success in our society. About one-fifth of the sample mentioned using

this long-term nurturing strategy" Similarly, a small number of ¡nrents

stated. that they tended to counteract the effects of discrimination by

minimizing them, and by encouraging their children to intellectualize

about them. Such ¡nrents advised Èheir children that incidents of name-

calling were not worth worrying about, and. that generally, people v¡ho

engaged. in this klnd of behaviour were backward, pathetic, and beneath

contempt. The terms, themselves, $tere often discussed in a calm

fashion, sometimes with the aid. of a dtctionêrYr and sometimes as

humorous or silly words. The aim of parents using this approach seemed

to be to neutralize the effects of ethnic derogation by guiding their

children to view such incidents as nonsense. In both these approaches;

i.e.r competitiveness and. intellectualization, the intention on the part

of ¡nrents seemed to be Èo ðiscourage ernotì-onal , rrnrestrained responses

to ðiscrimination, and to use such incidents as aid.s for developing

self-assurance and. a sense of personal dignity in their children. These

two perspectives also put less emphasis on the grouP and nore on Èhe

individual, in contrast to the approaches which emphasized ethnic

community pride or good citizenship and good neighbourliness"
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Finally, in this category of indirect methods used t-o counteract

the effects of ethnic derogation and discriminationr oVer the long term,

was the approach by v¡Ïrich ¡nrents consciously steered their children

toward greater self-sufficiency in resolving such problems. In the view

of these parenÈs, decreasing reliance on parental assistance in such

matters would not only contribute to an increase j-n a childrs sense of

personal worth and accomplishment, but would also lead to greater self-

reliance" Such parents were of the opinion that they would be doing

more harm than good if they were always ready to intervene on behalf of

their children vÈren problems arose. In their view, as parents, they

hrere unable to control or change every unpleasant thing their child

rnight meet outside the home, so the drild needed to learn trow t- deal

with such events on its owrr. In addition, such ¡nrents felt that, in

the long term, self-sufficiency in problem solving would serve their

offspring well in a wide range of situations, and v¡as Ëherefore a

quality to be nurtured. Most of the ¡nrents r¡ùlo used this approach

tended to lessen their personal assistance gradualÌy, as each chitd

matured "

To summarize, the data indicates that the vast majority of ¡nrents

in the sample ðid not consider etl¡nic name-calling to be a trivial

problem, and. that rrücst believed that in some situat.ions, their ct¡ildren

required ¡nrental assisLance to cope with ethnic derogation. Parents

participating in this study reported. using a broad range of methods in

aiding their children with the problem of ethnic name-ca}ling.
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rn comparison to these findings, Daveyrs (1993) survey ind.icated

that his informants would take the following actions in the evenL their

child complained about ethnophaulism:

(a) tel1 their children to iqnore the incident;

(b) tell their chil-dren to reciprocate in kind, or
retaliate;

(c) proceed, at the parental 1evel, with some sort
of investigation into the incident"

The results of this study, therefore, confirm and elaborate on

Daveyrs (1983) probe into the same problem" As werl, the current

investigation has increased the state of knowledge about thj-s aspect of

ethnophaulism since it has brought to the surface a considerable array

of previously rxrdetected ¡nrental responses to the problem.

There was some indication in the data base that certain types of

response strategies were connected with certain parental educational

achievement levels. However, in view of the limited sample size, these

patterns can be only consid.ered as incipient " What is needed at this

stage is quantitative research involving a large saurple of vari-ously

educated respondents from a represent.at.ive range of visible and

non-visi-ble minorities, to bring any such patterns clearly Èo the

surface "

There arer of course, limi-tations to this study" The rncst notable

shortcoming of the data derived from the fieldwork is in the ratter of

bias. Mostr although not a1l, of the informants believed that ethnic
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name-ca1ling is an important problem, or that it can have a }ong-term

d.etrimental ef f ect on children r*rho are targets of such abuse " Hovrever,

there may be many people v¡ho believe that this is not an important

probJ-em in our society, or that its effects on the individual are

minimal- or transitory, fhis study does not reflect both perspectives on

the natter" There is yet another problem of bias r.¡ith this inquiry.

Given our multicultural population, it Íæry appear¡ from the presentation

in this text, thaL only members of visible nr-inorities have been or are

current.ly the targets of ethnophaulism. This is far from the truth as

Canadians of Ukrainian, Italian, Irish, Þolishr Jewish, and other

descents would be quick to point out" For Èhat matter, Newfoundlanders,

alÈhough not an ethnic nuinority, could be quite justifÍed in claiming

membership among the targeted" Thereforer to forestall any misinterpre-

tations of Èhe intentions of this work, it needs to be stated that the

goal of this research was simply to enhance our und.erstanding of ethno-

phaulism, particularly in the matter of responses, because it is some-

thing nany Canadians have experienced in the past, and continue to

experi-ence in the present. The findings of this stud.y should be of some

j-nterest to parents, regardless of their ethnic affiliation; to

educators and. those who work with young peoplei and to social scientists

from a varieÈy of disciplines "

In conclusion, atthough this study did answer the questions it had

set out to answer, it al-so raised many questions about the problems of

ethnophaulism, stereotypy, and discrimination. Some of the avenues for

future research, indicaÈed by this stud.y' have been noted earlier in
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this chapter, others will be mentioned here. One interesting con,fition

revealed. by this study is in the area of parenting. It seems that

members of targeted. groups in our society have, in addition to the usual

child-rearing responsibilities of aIl parents, the extra challenge of

preparing their children to cope wj-th èiscrimination, while at the same

time guiding them away from becoming embittered and suspicious indivi-

dual-s. tr{e }<now that not all parenLs manage to achieve this. A study

focusj-ng on this problem nuight bring to light some useful informaÈion

for educators, as well as for parents.

This research has also ind.i-cated that wi-thin orlr urban school

system Native children undergo rough treatment from their peers " More

empirical research is needed, not only of the extent of such discrimina-

tion within the school environment, buÈ al.so of effective methods for

correcting the problem. As well, we need npre grounded data revealing

what actually happens when students do report such problems to school

authorities.

The findings also indicate that among school childrenr ethnic dero-

gation seems to crop up nrost frequently during the preschool through

grade three level, and then later, at the junior high school level"

This ¡nrticular finding offers scope for several inquiries, among them

being, a comparative study of the practise at both school levels, or a

study focusing on only one of these t\¡¡o age groups. In ad.dition, this

finding brings tp the fore questions about name-callers' themselves. A

study could be undertaken, for example, to discover the kinds of factors
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which nuotivate young children and adol-escents to engage in ethnic dero-

gation. These rnight be the same, or perhaps, as recent research in

developmental psychology has indicated, and as informants in this study

have suggested, the n¡ctivations differ between the two age gr.oups"

Then there is the matter of effects. It would be useful to parenÈs

and educators to know, for example, whether young children and adoles-

cents are affected differently by such incidentsr or whether their

feelings, interpretations, and b,ehaviours are essentially the same- As

well, it wou1d. be useful for those dealing with children to know how to

recognize the various signs used by young people t- indicate distress

caused by this type of ôiscrimination. Further to effects, informants

in this study vrere of the opinion thaL incidents of ethnic derogation

could have a long-term negative impact on the victi-mrs self-esteem.

Some also suggested that another long-term consequence of such harass-

ment could be an increase in tensions among ethnic aroups in our

society. Either of these suggested ouÈcomes of ethnophaulism could pro-

vide a challenging research topÍc in which psychological, historical '
and sociological perspectives ndght be combined fruitfully.

I,{ith regard. to ethnophaulisms, there is very little data on

Canad.ian terms of ethnic derogation. A study of such terms, taken from

an historical perspective nright provide some interesting insights about

past and present ethnic relations in Canada" We al-so need to know more

about social stereotypes. MosÈ Canadian research in thj-s area seems to

have focused on the traditional view of stereoÈypy as a psychological
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phenomenon" It is time \de moved on to studying sÈereotypes in their

role of social force " To end this catalogue of direcÈions for future

research, I suggest, as a first next step, a quantitative study aimed at

verifying the findings of this inquiry.
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INTERVÏEW SCHEDULE

1" Since v¡e're talking about living in a multicultural society, Ietrs
start with your identity. How would you identify yourself (e"g.,
to which ethnic group do you belong)t

2" Your children, then, woul-d also be

What else can you tell me about your child(ren)?

Girl/Boy

Age

Grade

3. Now about the ethnic name-calling,.".your child(ren) have reported
having this kind of experience.."Can you tell me about it?

- what was the situation? (Discuss only one situation at a
time. )

- where and when d.id this happen?

- who was doing the name-calling (same age boy/girl/other)?

- what was the term (word. namer phrase) used.?

- what did your child do?
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE (Contrd)

4" In your opinionr how do you think your child felt about this¡

- How did the child interpret the incj-dent?

5. When your child reported the incj-dent to you, r,¡hat ôid you tell him
or her?

6" In thinking about what to tell them, w?rat did you consider (what
did you think was important to take lnto account)? l,ILry? Anything
el se?

7 " How ôid you advise them to respond in such situations?

- What did you advj-se them to do if this happens again?

8" Did you or your spouse personally take any action on your chj-ldts
behalf?

- What did you do - go into detail.

- !ùhat prompted you to do this - explain why.

9. Do you thÍnk your actions r^rere effecti-ve? Can you tell me why you
think so?

- Are you satisfied with the v/ay you handled the problem?
Explain.

- Is there anything you would have done òifferently?

10. In Èhinking about how to deal with the situation, or eilrat action Èo
Èake, vtrat did you consider? Why? Anything else? (Go into
derail " )

11. Has this happened more than once?

- If sor did you say or do anlÈhing different when such
incidents recurred.? Any reason you can think of to e<plain
why?
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE (ContId)

12" Do you think a person can eventually not be bothered. about being
ca.lled names like this? I{hy do you think so?

13. Do you have any ideas about why people do this kind of thing? Can
you explain? (e"9., is there any ¡nint or purpose to calting
people names like this, do you think?)

14" What effect do you think this klnd of thing has had on your child?

- Do you think itrs basically a temporary effect?

- Do you think such experiences can have some sort of long-
term effect? Explain in more detait please"

15. In your opinion, as a parent, do you think ethnic name-calling is
an important problem? Vlhy?

- If important¡ cân you suggest things that can be done:
- to discourage such behaviour?
- to help child¡en cope with it?

16. This brings me to the end of my questions. Thinking back over what
v¡erve 4iscussed., is there any comment you would like to add on some
aspect of the problem we havenrt considered, for example?

17 " Would you like to ask me any questions about any of this?

18. Can you suggest questions I might include in other interviews?

19. Do you think you might know some other ¡rarents who could help me
wiÈh this? If you happen t¡ think of someone lat,er, please get in
touch.

Thank you"

Before we finish up¡ therers that other form that needs to be completed..
Ir11 let you fill it out yourself, but you can ask me to explain things
if therets some question yourre not sure about"
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DEI'IOGRÀPHIC QUESTIONNÀIRE

The arlswers to these questions wilt help us to nake sense of the
whole body of information we get from al.l- the parents participating in
this study" Once again, we assure you of complete confidentiality"
Names and personal addresses are not -important to Èhis study.

I" In which area of the city do you reside? (e"g", l'taples, St" Vital ,

etc")

2" What is your occupation? (e"g", housewife, cashier, bus driver,
elementary school teacher, doctor, bank teller, etc.)

3" tihat is your spouse's (husband/wife) occupatJ-on? (Be specific")

4. WhaÈ level of education have you completed.? (If educated in
another country, give Canadian equivalent. )

elementary ------------------- :

junior high school -----------:

Husband

I

high school ------------------: I

post second.ary: technical ---: 
- 

|

post secondary: universj-ty --:

5. Where !¡ere you born; that is, whaL country?

I.lif e

Where was your spouse born?

How long have you lived in Canada (since which year)?
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DEI"IOGRAPHIC Q{JESTIONNAIRE (Contrd)

To which age group do you betong? (Circle appropriate letter.)
Husband iiif e

6.

a"

b.

c.

d.

e"

f"

s.

a"

b.

có

d"

e"

f.

s"

-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-45
45+

7" Now I would like
look at this list

to ask you about your total
and tell me which category

family income. Please

applies to you:

7

1, 0

2. 10,000

3. 20,000

4. 30,000

5. 40, 000

6" 50,000

7 . 60, 000

5

9,999

19,999

29,999

39,999

49,999
tro ooo

69,999

Thank you for your co-operation.
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CONSENT F"ORI'I

l,fy participation is entirely voluntary. I understand that I will
participate in an interview of approximately one hour on natt.ers related
to the problem of ethnic name-ca1ling among children and parental
guidance in the matter. I also know that I v¡iII be asked a few bio-
graphical questions" All of this information will be analyzed along
with similar information gathered from other parents in similar si-tua-
tions "

The int.erviews will be tape-recorded and the tapes Lranscribed" I
aln assured that no one but the researcher, her assj-stant, and her
advisors will listen to the tape or read t.he interview. The information
from this intervj.ew will be used only in connectÍon with research into
the problem of ethnic nane-calling" Neither my name nor that of anyone

in my i¡rmediat,e faraily will be used with reference to this study, or in
identifying the tape and transcript" When the project is written up,

the information will be prepared and described in such a way that it
will not be possible to identify me. I am free to withdraw from this
study at any time.

At the end of the project a sumnary of the findings will be

available for distribution to partici-pants. If you would like to
receive a copy please give your rnailing address below" For a detailed
descript,ion of the entire project, the thesis will be available at the

main university library.

Date

Sj-gnature

Yesr I would like to receive a sunmary. Please send it Èo this address:

-I47'
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